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"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST

-

control by such corporation of mors
than 60 per cent of the total amount
ln the
of any product consumed
United States; and, third, a law compelling such licensed corporations to
sell to all purchasers In all parts of
the country on the same terms, after
making due allowance for cost of

PROMISE

OF WAR AGAINST
THE

TRIkV

transportation."

ri

Says Democracy Will
late Them to Dim and
tant Past If Given
a Chance.
KIRN IS NOTIFIED
OF HIS NOMINATION

Large Crowds Throng Indianapolis and Witness Ceremonies
Incident to Telling
Nominee of the Honor Thrust Upon Him.
Indianapolis, Aug. 25. John Worth
Kern, Democratic nominee for the
vice presidency, was today formally
notified of his nomination. The ceremonies were held la the elaborately
coliseum at the fair
decorated
grounds and were attended by maay
f
thousands of people, regardless
party. The weather was ideal and
the program took place as scheduled.
Traction lines and fourteen railroads brought people on the regular
and special trains. Five hundred
cars transported the people from the
city to the fair grounds and back
again.
Bryan and other speakers and the
members of the notification' committee and the national committee,
headed by Chairman Mack, arrived
last night and this morning.
Thomas Taggart, national committeeman from Indiana, had been selected to call the meeting to order,
lis Immediately handed the gavel 19
Chairman Mack, who Introduced Theodore A. Bell, of California, who
formally notified Kern of his nomination.
Kern, In his speech of acceptance,
devoted some time to the question,
He depre-cat"'Shall the people rule?'
what he claimed Is the excessive power In the hands of the speaker of the House of Representatives
and denied that the people have
ruled, because, he said, their will had
rot been given any consideration,
lie cited the demand for a reduction
In the tariff on white paper and wood
pulp and the failure of the Babcock
tariff bill of 1902.
"The president rails against swollen
he said, "as a menace to
the public welfare and as evils which
eat at the heart of society. As rem
edies he suggests an Income tax and
Inheritance Ux. The national conven
tion of his party Is silent upon this
Question, while possessors of swollen
fortunes allied as they are with the
dominant force of the Republican
party are giving generous support to
the Republican ticket. The Democratic party, while favoring the reform measures repudiated by the Republican national convention has another remedy. It will by legislation
In a large degree cut off the streams
of money which under the present
system are flowing from every home
In the land and emptying Into the cof.
fers of trusts. I will not at this time
discuss the several planks of the national platform. I endorse the platform In all its parts and pledge my
best endeavors towards securing the
reforms to which the party Is, by Its
terms committed."
Kern charged that there Is a power within the Republican party which
is determined that the people shall
not rule. This power, he said, had
manifested itself whenever any effo-- t
had been made to check the destructive work of unlawul combinations,
to reduce tile tariff or equal ze burdens by the legislatures. The Democratic party, he said, would draw a
line between lawful business, lawfully
conducted, and unlawful business.
Thomas Marshall, Democratic candidate for governor of Indiana, followed Kern and made a short talk.
Bryan then delivered his speech on
the trusts. He said in part:
Now, let me contrast the Democratic platform wilh tne Republican platform. Nowhere Is the difference In
the temper of the parties more noticeable; nowhere is the difference in
the method of dealing with questions
more manifest. Our platform says:
"A private monopoly is indefensible
and Intolerable. We therefore favor
the vigorous enforcement of the criminal law against guilty trust magnates
and officials, and demand the enactment of such add.tional legislation as
may be. necessary to make it Impossible for a private monopoly to exist
In the L'nited States. Among the additional remedies we specify three:
First, a law preventing a duplication
Of directors among competing corp -rations; sevond, a license system
which will, withir.it abridg ng the
right of each state ui create corporations, or its right to regulate as It
will foreign corporations dong business within Its limts, make It necessary for a inanuf acturng or trading
engaged In interstate
corporation
commerce to take out a federal license before It shall be permitted to
per
control as much as twenty-fiv- e
cent of the product in which !t dealt,
the license to protect the public from
watered stock and to prohibit the
ec

Here Is a plain, candid statement
of the party's position. There is nJ
quibbling, no evasion, no ambiguity.
A private monopoly is Indefensible
and intolerable. It Is bad bad In
principle, and bad In practice, No
apology can be offered tor It, and
no people should endure It. Our
arty's position is entirely In har- ony with the position of Jefferson.
With a knowledge of human nature
which few men have equalled and
none surpassed, and with extraordinary foresight, he expressed unalterable opposition to every form of private monopoly. The student of history will find that upon this subject.
as upon other subjects of government.
the great founder of the Democratic
party took his position upon the side
of the w hole people and against those
who seek to make a private use of
government, or strive to secure special privileges at the expense of the
public.
I have, In discussing the tariff question, presented one of tour remedies,
namely, the removal
f the tariff
with
from imports which compete
trust made goods. This, we believe,
would greatly lessen the extortion
practiced by the trusts and bring
about the dissolution of many monopolistic comoines. But we are not .satisfied merely with the lessening of
extortion or with the dissolution of
some of the trusts.
Because the private monopoly is indefensible and intolerable, the Democratic party favors Its extermination.
It pledge itself to the vigorous enforcement of the criminal law against
trust magnates and officials, it is
lmposd.blu for the Republican party
to enforce the present criminal law
against trust otlieials; these officials
are intimately connected with the Republican party in the present campaign. Take, for instance, the chairman of the Republican speaker's committee, Mr. Dupont, of Delaware. He
is the defendant in a suit which the
g.
government brought and is now
Mr. Dupont is charged with
violation of the anti-trulaw. Why
should he be put on the executive
committee and then be given control
of the speaking part of the campaign T
if you talk to a Republican leader
about penitentiary punishment for offenders, he favors fining the corporation on the ground that it is impossible to convict individuals, but when
you urge fine you are told that fines
are unjust to Innocent stockholders.
We favor both f.ne and imprisonment
but we think at is better to prevent
monopolies tha to first authorize
them lo prey upon the public and
then tiy to punish them for doing so.
Mr. Tuft favors control of trusts instead of extermination, but after years
of experience the people have learned
tnat the trusts control the government.
Our platform does not stop with
the enforcement of the law; it demands Hie enactment of such additional legislation us may be necessary
to make it impoos.ble for a private
monopoly to exist in the L'nited states.
The Democratic party does not
content itself with a delinitiou of the
wrong or with a denunciation of It.
it proceeds to outline remedies. The
first is a law preventing a duplication of directors among competing
corporations.
No one can object to
this remedy unless he is in sympathy
witn the trusts, rather than w.th the
people who are victimized by the
trusts. There is no easer way of
stilling competition than to make one
board of directors serve for a number of competing corporations. It is
not necessary for corporations to enter
into an agreement for the restraint of
trade if the corporations can, without violating the law, reach the same
end by electing the same directors.
The second remedy is one upn
which 1 desire to dwell at some
length. We believe it to be a s.mple,
complete and easily enforced remedy. As stated in the platform it is:
"A license system which will, without abridging the right of each state
to create corporations, or its right to
regulate as it will foreign corporations doing business with.n its limits,
make it necessary for a manufacturing or trading corporation engaged in
interstate commerce to take out a federal license before it shall be permitted to control as much as twenty-fiv- e
per cent of the product in which it
doais, the license to protect the public from watered stock and to prohibit the control by such corporation
of more than fifty per cent of the
loial amount of any product consumed in the United States."
It will be noticed, in the first place,
that care was taken by those who
drew the platform to provide that
there should be no abridgment of the
right of a state to create corporations,
or of its right to regulate as it will
foreign corporations doing business
within its l.mits. This plan, therefore, does not In the least Infringe
upon the right of the states to protect their own people. It simply provides for the exercise by Congress of
the power vested in it to regulate interstate commerce. As long as a corporation confines Itself to the state
in which It is created, congress can
not interfere with it; but when the
corporation engages In Interstate commerce. Congress Is the only powor
that can regulate Its Interstate business.
In proposing the exercise of this
power, the Democratic platform Is not
asserting a new doctrine. In January,
1894, a Republican House of Repre- pros-ccutn-
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mary election laws, Mr. Dickinson
continued:
"In our seal to have the law sym-m- r
rival, w!se nnd clear, we nray tin
consciously uasume the critical rather
DEMANDED BY BAR
than the Judicial attitude toward
legislation and thus have our attention arrested more by its shortcomings
than by its excellence. No one can
examine all the statutes of the states
and of Congress for any one year,
without being profoundly Impressed
by the deep, earnest, alert purpose,
Attorneys Would Have Laws generally
manifested, to promote the
public good, and without reaching a
in the SeveMl States
conclusion that at no time In our
history has a higher moral sense or
Conform to Aid
a more enlightened patriotism
prevailed."
the Courts.
President Dickinson then discussed
at considerable length the best methods for broadening ths scope and
w ork of the association.
He declared
IKE MOST
that many lawyers of high standing
who desired to Join the association
waiting Tor invitations, believing
PEOPLE 1H THE WORLO were
that they should not suggest their
own elecllon. He declared that the
organization should, from year to
year, gather Into its ranks the youngPresident of the Association In er members
of the bar 14 order to
their professional character
Annual Address Says That
under the ideals which the American
Disrespect for the
Bar assocl&clon has always maintained, lis then said:
Courts Must be
"For a long time, prior to recent
years, Judgments of courts, especially
Stopped.
those of final resort, were received
with the greatest respect. There was
Seattle, Aug. 25. The principal In the minds of the American people
a profound
for the Judioial
event of today s session of the Amer- department ofregard
government, in variican Bar association, which Is holding ous ways in recent times, and from
Its annual meeting here, was the ad- sources too influential with publlo
dress by l'resident J. M. Dickinson, of opinion to be ignored, the very foundations have been assailed upon
Chicago.
w hich the stability
of the court rests.
President Dickinson, after a few Judicial Judgments are not accorded
upon
same
tl
a
introductory remarks, entered
receotlon as rnrm.Tiv
in.
discussion of the legislative situation, rui vidua! Judges should be assailed It
they
are
corrupt, or Incompetent. It
so far as it relates to the enactment is no
assault upon the insl.tution to
of new laws, in the various stales of attack them for suoh causes
In a
the union. Ha said:
proper way.
While mpeachmetit
"The vices of legislation engaged of Judges properly pursued would not
the attention and were the principal undermine the confidence in the
theme of many of my predecessors.
any more than would un- The trouble is inherent in the nature trucking a priest destroy reverence
ot our institutions. With the condi- tor the pr.eslhood.
Not a court, but
tions us they exist the evil is iucuraole the courts, are frequents and f.erce- While youtn, inexperience and ignor ly attacked.
Political parties of all
mice constitute no legal bur to politic- creeds have bowed their heads In rec
al preferment, w hile manhood suil'iuge ognition oi a aiscontent, which, if not
Is the source of all governmental
general, at least bears the appearpower, while bo many ot those most ance of potentiality. Aii of this tends
capable of ruling prefer selfishly to destroy confidence In the courts
their personal pleasures and private and to make a subservient Judiciary.
interests to the general welfare, o The people have been led away from
long will we suffer the maximum of the principle that the independense
burdens that come from unwise and o. the Judiciary Is one of the mainunskilled legislation. The best that stays of civil liberty under
w e can hope to accomplish is to bring
which Is bw'd on mutual
about, as we have been doing wllii salt restraint, and the belief that It is
success,
of
the enactment
marked
no less Important than the principle
uniform legislation in tho several of representation Itself.
stales. Our work will in the main
"Perhaps the Judges are not altoWe can accomplish gether free from blame.
bu constructive.
When in
reway
practically nothing in the
of
the decision of cases of great publlo
straint.
Importance, upon which the attention
"From the least governed people of the w hole country is centered, they
In the world we are rapidly becoming assail opposing opinions as subversive
tlie most governed people In the of the constitution and fraught with
world. Our Increasing commissions direst evils for the future of tho
for almost every department of pub- country, it is not surprising if such
lic affairs are making our governreiteration will in time undermine
ment, state and national, the most the public confidence In at least the
comprehensive system of bureaucracy wisdom of the courts.
ever known. The complex conditions
"The evil exists In publlo opinion
of our times In each ot their diversi- and the remedy must come through
fied forms are given special treatment public opinion.
While the trouble
and ad minis t ration. This Is a pro may have arisen to some extent from
lific source of legislation, much of it the conduct of some of the courts,
in flagrant d regard ot the best sancwe can confidently assert that there
tioned and most venerated doctrines. Is nothing in the history of the bench
"The
administration of Justice to Justify the attitude assumed so freshould be by the courts alone. It Is quently by so many peopie toward the
subversive of every Idea of Anglican Judiciary. American Judges as a body
civil liberty for the Judge to commit have a record of which we are Justly
himself in any way to an opinion un-1- 1 proud. The threatening attitude to
the cause shall have been presented which I refer, while it may largely
according to law. This is the distin- have had lis inception In discontent
guishing feature between the accusa- arising from special incidents, has astorial and the inquisitorial trial, in sumed a wider field of crlticsm."
w hich the Judge inquires, becomes the
prosecutor, and at the same time is
theoretically the protector of the arN
raigned.
legislation
doubtof
"Much recent
congressional
OIES AI TUCUMCARI
ful constitutionality,
and state, has been practically enforced by provisions tor minatory,
heavy and cumulative fines and Im- CI uirlca l Join- Was n Member of
prisonment, devised in some cases extlie First Council Here.
pressly for the purpose of preventing
a resort to the courts for relief. When
News has been received in the city
the highest courts of the land, not of the death of Charles P. Jones,
an
exceptionally, but with a frequency
e
citizen of Albuquerque, Mr.
that almost makes it normal, divide Jones died suddenly In Tucumcari of
on constitutional questions, often devalvular
heart disease, Saturday,
termining the result by a bare ma- August IB. Mr. Jones was born In
jority, a lawyer w .11 rarely, especially Jewett, Green county, New York, In
when the question Is new, advise a 1849, and was married in 1873 to
client to pursue a course which, by Miss Abble P. Harrington, of Jewett,
subjecting linn to the possibility of N. Y. He came west in the same
paying cumulative daily tines, and to year to Colorado, and moved to Albumay destroy
Imprisonment,
him. querque In 1881. He served
a
Though strongly persuaded, if not en- councilman under Mr. Jaffa, theasfirst
tirely convinced, that the acts it con- mayor of Albuquerque.
He was 'n
tested would be unconstitutional, he the dairy business In this city for ten
may counsel submission to what ae i years, and then moved to Santa Rosa,
regards as a taking of property with- and later to Tucumcari. He had ex
out due process of law and an Impotensive business Interests at both
sition of an oppressive and confiscaa,
places. The body was shipped to
tory burden rather than incur the
Kan., and Interred there Thurshazard of financial ruin. No govern- day, August 20, at 10 o'clock a m.
ment can with Impunity continue to He leaves a wife and four children,
exercise such oppression. It is a Mrs. Harry T. Johnson of this city,
'hold-uby the government Itself, unClay Joner of St. Louis, Mrs. Richard
der the forms of law. If pursued It Powers of Washington, D. C, and
would pervert ail sense of Justice and Miss liertha Jones of Topeka.
accustom the minds of the people to
the sanction of wrong as a practice AMBASSADOR
THOMPSON HURT.
of government The vice thus imMexico, City, Aug. 25. David K.
planted would take on new forms of Thompson, American ambassador to
legalized plunder and surely destroy Mexico, was run down by a bicyclist
the integrity of our Institutions.
In the center of the city today and
"A recent state statute establishing suffered a fractured arm. and contusthe compensation to be charged by ions of the face. An
examinaof tion was made to ascertain If he sufrailroads for the transportation
pasjengcTS fixed the penalties at such ferer! any other Injuries, ilis condition
an amount for each overcharge that, was not considered sirious.
if the railrad companies contested the
validity of the rates and failed to
TIIK STEKNIll IMJ I'l'MlltAI
establish their contention, they would
Heidelborg. Aug. 25. It was an
have run the hazard of forfeiture to nounced today that the funeral serthe state within a year of the entire vices and burial of the late Baron
Speck von Sternburg will be held at
railroad property within the state."
After discussing at considerable I.utzhena, the family estate near
length the recent enactment of pri Lelpslc next Friday.
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EVENTS

AT SYDNEY

Gymnastics Today Brought
Out a Large Crowd Which
Remained Throughout

the Day.
THOUSANDS

OF PEOPLE

VISIT BATlLtSH.PS
in Spite of Heavy Rain ne Curious Ones Are Anxious to See
lighting Machines of the
American Navy-B- all
and
Theater for Officers.
Sydney, Aug. 25. Gymnastics were
held at the Royal Agriculture show
grounds today and the athletic events
brought out a big crowd. The program began at 11 o'clock In morning
and the contests did not come to an
end until 4 o'clock this afternoon.
In addition to the militia and naval
sports, there were sheep shearing,
buck Jumping and boomerang throwing contests, sheep dog trials, etc.
The men enjoyed the day thoroughly.
In the tug of war the team from
the British warships defeated the Am.
erlcan sailors. In the 300 yard foot
race a British sailor was llrst and
Americans second and third. The
Americans won one ball name and
were defeated in another. The lightweight boxing championship of the
licet resulted in an eight round draw
between Lunch of the Battleship Ohio
and Kelley ot the Missouri.
In the course of the afternoon
thousands ot people visited the battleships. It rained hard all afternoon
but this was not sufficient to defer
the excursionists.
The commonwealth tonight entertained 2.000 American oflloers and
sailors at theater parties.

Sewing

Machine

HIGHLANDERS

ARE

-

CLOUDBURST FLOODS
BISBEE AGAIN
Third Tim In Thro Weeks
Arizona Town is Deluged.
Blsbee, Aug. 25. Blsbee for the
third time In three weeks was yesterday visited by a cloudburst. The
damage Is estimated at 325,000. The
bursting of the subway at the head
ot Main street caused the damage.
When it burst a wall of water six feet
deep, swept down the Btreet. carrying
everything before It. A number of
houses had their foundations weakened. The Grand hotel haa been con.
emned and the guests have moved
out. The town is now without Are
protection.
Hi

Tii

roiXArsiNa

wall

' KILLS SEVEN MEN
Chelsea, Mans., Aug. 25. The thirty
foot brick wall which was being
ANGRY AI COUNCIL erected for a building on the site of
the one burned In the Are last April,
collapsed today and burled more than
Tliey Wuni tlio Streets Improved and a score of workmen. Seven bodies
were taken out In the first half hour
of Street
Dcmund Kctdgnulioii
and fifteen men more or les Injured
CoiiiiiU.snloiier.
were removed to the hospital. Nearly
Mayor Lester and the Democratic all of the workmen were forelgnera
meinbeis of the city council evidently
stirred up a hornet's nest at the last BOYS CfJNFESSEfJ
meeting when they decided to asseia
all street improvements against prop,
erty In the face of the fact that 38,000
TO THREE ROBBERIES
of the people's money had been spent
on the streets of the Fourth ward.
Twentv-nv- e
Irate DroDertv owners Tlie Throe. Youthful Ilur-lit- rs
Who
of the Second ward met at the resi-- J
ItohlHHl Itairtlmt Church Also
denoe of F. O. Pratt. 419 East Iron
a
Robbed
Store.
avenue, last night and gave vent to
feel.ngs very freely. The ' At one fell snoop yesterday. Chief
their injured
.
T
aeiion m Aitiemiuu ijvaiiiaiu, v. uu of Police Thos. McMlllin arrested the
protested the proposed actlon of the thieves who a week ago today rubbed
city council, was endorsed and Alder- the Wilson rooming house on the
man Wroth's street committee report Highlands of 330 In cash, who Saturwas given a severe arraignment day night broke Into the Anderson
Street Commissioner Tlerney was also grocery on the Highlands and stole
criticised very severely and It was 31.05 and Sunday stole the contriburecommended by the meeting that his tion box at the Baptist church conresignation be accepted by the coun- taining 318. The thieves are the
cil. The morning paper made a mis- small sons of well to do and respectake In reporting the meeting with table families living on the Highlands
reference to this action. It was the and a small boy who Is making his
resignation of Martin Tlerney that the home on Coal avenue.
The boys confessed to the robberies
meeting recommended and not the
resignation of Dr. Wroth as chairman this morning after a severe sweating
of police what they
of the street committee. However, the and told the chief
fact that nearly all street improve- did with their 111 gotten spoils. The
ment since the coming of the present bought fancy lunches at the Alvarado
Democratic administration has been and dined out at other places down
made In the Fourth ward, which Is town quite frequently, purchased a 35
Dr. Wroth's ward, was the subject of skating rink ticket, took in tha picture shows and bought a bracelet at
considerable discussion.
"There hasn't been a dollar's worth the Harvey curio store. When arrestof work done in the Second ward ed one of them had 32, all that was
since 1893, except the Ailing of a few left of the forty odd dollars taken.
The parents of the boys reimbursed
holes here and there," said one property owner. "We are not meeting for the church for the money stolen there
the purpose of devising some means and it is understood that tha money
grocery
to save Iron avenue. It's the whole taken from the Anderson
Highlands that we propose to Im- store and the Wilson rooming house
prove. And everybody on the High- will be returned also. The boys were
lands knows that It will be easy given a severe lecture by the chief of
enough to turn the water off Iron police and then turned over to the
avenue. We are opposed to Street parents. None of them Is over 10
Commlosloner Tlerney because we do years old.
not believe that he is capable."
WYOMING STAGE ROBBED.
several
The meeting appointed
Helena. Aug. 25. A special from
committees and a mass meeting of
the Highlands will be failed, the time Cody, Wyoming, states that the stage
the Highlands will be called, tha time running between that place and Met-ets- e,
Wyoming, was held up and robolutlons will be adopted, according to
plans and the city council will be ask. bed and the passengers mulcted to
the extent of 31.600 today. Because of
ed to act or get out.
the distance separating tha places,
this robbery was not committed by
DIFFERENT STORIES
the highwayman who yesterday held
up the stages ln Yellowstone park.
.
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company,

complaint has been sworn out against
him as yet and may not be until after
It la ascertained whether Barela w'll
hve or die.
Barela and the Sanrhes woman tell
about the same story of the cutting,
while Garcia tells another exactly
contradictory. Barela said that he was
passing by Mrs. Bandies' hount) when
she called him In and told him that
Garcia was trying to collect a bill
from her that she did not owe. He
spoke to Garcia and the latter cursed
him. He attempted to remove Garcia
from the house and the latter stabbed him. Mrs. Sanches tells about the
same story. Garcia says that he went
to Mrs. Sanches' house to collect for
a sewing machine she had purchased.
Barela came In while he was there
and Mrs. Sunches told him that he
was trying to collect a bill. Barela
" and
said: "I'll bill you you
started at him. They clinched and
while they were scuffling Mrs. Sanches came running with a knife and
In tha mlxup stabbed Barela Instead
of him.
After being cut, Barela attempted
to walk to a nearby house 'but became weak and fell before reaching
his goal. Dra W. H. Hope and J. F.
Pearce were called. The knife cut
through the clothing and entered the
flesh two Inches below the heart. It
struck a rib and turned, piercing the
abuomen, but to what depth has not
been learned. However, It Is not believed by the attending physician that
It went deep enough to cause a serious wound, and if blood poison does
not set In Barela will In all probability recover.

l or

Aug.

fair tonight and Wednesday.

who Is charged with having stabbed
Barela, is In the county Jail, but no
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VOLUME 23.
BRYAN GIVES

WEATHER

MINERS DISCUSS WAGES.
Helena, Aug. 25. The United Mine
Workers for Montana and Wyoming
Tho Victim and tlie Woman Agree are meeting here today to discuss
wage scales with the operators.
No
but tlie Man Clutrtrctf Willi tlie
difficulty ln affecting an amicable
Assault Has Another Tale.
settlement is anticipated.
Placido Barela of Ranchoa da
A ft 13 GUARDING TRAINS.
who was stabbed yesterday
evening at tha home of Mrs, Pleda
Omaha, Aug. 25. The Union PaSanches, 1015 South Second street, cific has again placed extra guards
was resting easily today and accordon the overland trains for protection
ing to Dr. Pearce, the attending phy- In the event of attempted holdups.
sician, his condition Is favorable to Several reports ot train robberies in
his recovery,
the northwest is said to be the reason
Cristobal Garcia, an agent of tha for the precaution.

NEW

YORK

E

FIRM ANNOUNCES
ii

Brown and Company.
One of the Largest Houses Is Badly
Tangled.

O. A.

HAD LITTLE

fCI

ON MARKET

PRICES

Affairs of the Company Are Mixed
up and Suspension Was Necessary to Straighten Them Out.
Figures Are Expected
to be Large.
.New Tork, Aug. 25. A. O. Browa
and company, one ot the largest brokerage houses ln this city, announced
their suspension on the stock ex
change this afternoon. Transactions
of the Arm In the remarkable stock,
market last Saturday have been under the Investigation by the authorities of the stock exchange and today
It was announced that transactions)
had been made for the Arm's account
under the rule which provides that
where a Arm is unable to eelirer
stock sold another broker, the purchaser may buy In the stock exchange at tha expense ot the firm
waiting delivery.
D. W. Noel has been named assignee for A. O. Brown and company.
No statement of the assets and liabilities Is available as yet but it Is
presumed that the figures will be very
large as the Arm was generally supposed to have had a heavy Interest ia
the market. A representative of tha
Arm stated that its affairs are badly
tangled and It was felt necessary to
suspend to straighten them out.
The effect of the suspension upon
the stock market was not so violent
aa anticipated by those who knew
how large an amount of stocks Browa
and company owed other Arms. At
the height of the boom ot the market
several years ago, A. O. Brown and,
company did enormous business, said
to have been larger than any other
brokerage house at one time. There
were Ave brunch offices In this city,
and many others throughout the coun
try, but after the panic of last fall
many out of town branches closed.
F. F. Buchanan, a member of tha
suspended Arm, today denied that
heavy operations on the stock exchange Saturday were for Thomas W.
Law son of Boston.
.

Chicago Hoars News.

Chicago,

Auk. 25.

At 1:45

this

af-

ternoon, a half hour before the close
of the board of trade, a notice was
posted to close all trades with A. O.
Brown and company, whose failure
was announced from New York. Tha
eftect of the notice Is now apparent
In the trend of prices.
MANY

CANTALOUPES
ARE ON THE

MARKET

Growers Hood Local Grocery Store
Willi IToducts Thin Morning.
Owing to the fact that many ot the
cantaloupe growers of the territory
send their prdduota to Aibug.ueru.ue,
the local market was flooded this
morning with the melons and price
dropped considerably as a result. AU
the melons are of good variety.
Cantaloupes from various parts ot
tha territory have been coming a
during the past few days and loo.il
growers added to the influx this
morning with dozens ot crates. As a
result the grocers, wholesalers and
fruit dealers stocked up and prices
went down.
C. E. Gleckler, who owns a large
tract of land west ot tha city, brought
ln soma especially fine melons thla
morning and was surprised to find
tha market overstocked.
"The growers of the territory ought
to get in communication with each
other," he said this morning, "and
arrange a method by which each
would be assured of a good market.
Instead of all shipping to one market
some of the shipments
should be
made outside the territory where
cantaloupes are scarcer and where
they command a better price. That
would even things, and every grower
would then be assured of a market
and good prices."
COMMANDER SPEAK DEAD.
Morrlstown, Aug. 25. Lieutenant
Commander Roscoe Spear, U. S. N..
died at his home near here yesterday
after suffering tor ten years with a
disease contracted whlld serving In
the Philippines during the Spanish-America- n
war.

o,

riNAxcir.it IS DEAD.

J. C. Van Blar.
com, president ot the National Bank
of Commerce ot St. Ixuls and one ot
the best known financiers ot the middle west, died today at his summer
home In the Adirondack near Old
Forge, N. Y., of Brlght's disease.
St. Louis, Aug. 25.
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Bad

The Washington Herald calls the attention of the people to the fact that
for the season, have selected one of the
the New York theaters In
rankest plays from a moral standpoint, ever seen in the United States upon
auch an occasion.
The title of the new autroclty Is "The Devil," and the name, it appears,
Is quite appropriate.
However, the Herald discusses the play fully enough to answer all ends
and The Citizen does not feel called upon to add anything to the following:
It will not be long before the local theatrical season is running full blast
again.
The season has already started In New York, which has become, in
a way, the headquarters of theatricals In this country, and it must be retarded as significant that New York's season, with Us blare of advertising,
bas for its keynote "The Devil." Two of the big New York managers, Mr.
Henry W. Savage and Mr. Harrison Grey Ftske, have produced two English-actin- g
versions of a play written by Franz Molnar, of Budapest, a play successfully produced in various European capitals and booked for appearance
soon In London.
This play is called "The Devil," and Mr. Fiske produced it
on Tuesday night at the Belasco theater, while Mr. Savage, not to be outdone
by his rival, produced it the same night at the Garden theater.
The play is based, so far as one can Judge by reading the criticisms, on
Goethe's poetic drama, "Faust," only the devil, who is the hero of this latest
drama. Is a modern gentleman, very fond of the world and the flesh.
It is
his function to tempt an unloving wife to sin, and, this accomplished, and
having sent the two principal characters in the play on the road to ruin, he
considers his work done, and the play is over.
It is interesting to take from a New York paper which reviewed the two
productions of this play side by side, a note which shows "The Devil's" tendency.
Mr. F. E. McKay, in the New York Mail, reviews Mr. Savage's "The
Devil." and he tells us that
"As an object lesson In the case with which honeyed words may lead the
narrow to the broad path from the spiritual to the material "The Devil"
Is full of invitations to come early and avoid the rush."
The critic of the Fiske production of the play says:
"Whether a New York audience will stand for a play that Justifies the
The Devil is a most agreeable and fascievil one remains to be
nating gentleman, who never bullies anybody, but agrees with all they want
to do quite satisfied that In the end they will do what he wants them to. He
Is the true modern devil the completely anarchistic self."
strike a
It Is plain that, save for the startling title "The Devil" does
new note, but only goes a bit further, perhaps, along the lines of artistic Immorality laid down in "Camille." "Sapho," "Thou Shalt Not," and dramas ot
a similar genre. Coming in the middle of a busy theatrical season, and under normal conditions, it Is likely that "The Devil" would not have attracted
undue attention; but it is unfortunate that this play should give the note t
the coming theatrical season.
As theater affairs are managed nowadays In this country, we know for
It that plays are produced
those In control have Iterated and
capacities, and this being so, and theatrical
solely for their money-makin- g
managers being usually pretty shrewd gaugerg of popular opinion, it follows
that they have come to believe that the American public has had Its taste
warped, so that It has to be fed on strong meat.
The prediction in New York is that "The Devil" will run for a long time
there, but, fortunately. New York's criterion of taste is not widely followed
If "The Devil" does make the success which all the preliminary
elsewhere.
We
bother would make It appear its managers expect, we shall be sorry.
have faith In the right thinking and the clean minds of the American public.
If the American stage is prostituted out of its highest estate to pander to the
evil that is in man, it is only because the managers find such pandering profitThis it would never be if plays of immoral tendency were frowned
able.
upon by the patrons of the theater.
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For some months past, literature has been circulated in New Mexico and
other dry farming suctions, calling attention to the discovery of an alleged
"wild wheat" known as Alaska, which Is guaranteed to produce wonderful
moisture.
results on most any kind of land and with very
Some of the claims made for the wheat have been extremely extravagant.
It has been stated on at least one occasion that the Alaska wheat would produce under ordinary conditions as h.gh as 2D0 bushels to the acre of ordinary
,
land.
It ha also been stated that the wheat when sown early would yield two
to
acre
crops a year.
acres
200
bushels
twice a year at most any
at
the
Ten
old price would make the average farmer rich in a few years.
It seems that the
Hut like all good things, it was too good to be true.
wheat was put forth with the idea that ttie seed could be disposed of at a
fancy pike and some one who does not appear In the advertising would
thereby have piled up a I ttle easy money.
The Citizen hopes that none of the many New Mexico farmers have been
caught by the fake scheme and have invested in the seed.
For those who might have contemplated doing so. The Citizen calls attention to the following statement from lr. I T. Calloway chief of the
United States Bureau of i'lant Industry in the department of agriculture which
Should be heeded:
A ariely of wheat under the name of "Alaska'' is being widely advertised as capable of yielding at the rate of 2m bushels to the acre "under ordiIt Is st ited
nary sidl conditions" and even better "under extra condition."
coH,t ,,f Alaska, and
that this variety was found growing wild on the
it. many of w h.ch are abextravagant natuie are made
claims of the niyears-in
ha been kn .vn for rua-.'I Ins variety of wn-- at
solutely untrue.
It has been tried at
st.te ex1843 a bulletin was is.sue.l regarding it.
periment slat mii' in the wcs'.cin I'll tc Slat, s dU' Inis the pa-- t fifteen years,
This type
but nowhere has the yield been nigh enough to inert attention.
of w heat has been gio.wi lo a very limited extent on . erlaln heavy, un-l- lined
said to yield rather
In such N ations It
soil .n Franc e for many years.
better than ol d nary w lo ut, Ion as it - one of the poorest wheats known for
making llour, it is never grown wnco the ordinny varieties of wheat will
thi IV e."
ea-le-

-l

-
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Some of fie tin si cantaloupes ever produce. in New Mexico are Ju-- t now
going on Hie maiket from the Rio Gi.ni.ir al.ey In the vicinity of Helen N.
The un ions ,. ,. produ cd from the fain u.s Rocky Kurd seed, and appear
M.
The first consignto posses aii of tiie iual ties of thit delicious melon.
ments of the no Ion- - to teach Albuquerque came from the Fleming and Camp
The melons tai - cil at Helen can be marketed In this
bell league at Hei.-ncity mote cheaply than any melon rai- - .1 in New Mexico and much cheaper
than the Colorado melons. while at iae same time they are euual In every
The ind t ations aie that the Helen district will
vay to the imported melons.
become on of the principal fields for inelo,, raising in the southwest.
--

.

A Chicago youth with more money than brslns has written a book ex
no ei'"--""1117
posing the society men ami women.
to that themselves tnd every one knows enough about them to profit by the
without anything being left to posterity in the
experience If thwy so
shape ot 4 book.
1

des-lie- ,

it
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Wholesale

Grocers
Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

will lose the finger Into which the
reptile sank Its fangs. He may lose
his hand.
"I'll be back at work In a few
days," said Rose. "I feel pretty good
now compared with the way I felt
from the time I was struck until a
few hours ago."
The view that he will lose a finger,
possibly his hand, Is that of Dr. William Curr, the young Interne who
has been treating the keeper since his
arrival at the Emergency hosplial.
Although a beardless youth In apsomething
pearance, Cnrr knows
uoout venomous snakes. He punched
before he studied
cattle In Texas
medicine. He knows the wild westway
ern
of treating snake bites.
"I think I would have nerve enough
to bite off my finger were I to have
the experience with a rattler that
Hose had " said the young doctor,
"but of course no man knows what
he would do. I doubt. however,
whether I should shoot it off. as a
berryplcker Is reported to have done
oily a few days ago. Tetanus is about
as much to be dreaded as a rattler's
bite."
If the damned suffer the pains Imagined, Rose has had his share for
whatever wickedness he may have
done during the sixteen years he was
a sallorman, before he gave up that
dangerous occupation for the supposedly ensy berth of nurse and chambermaid for about fifty of the most
deadly reptile in the Western Hemisphere.
The awful racking pains produced
by the blood destroying snake poison
is not the only ones he has had to
suffer. Every three hours until noon
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IN THE SAME BOAT.
By

Frank II. Williams.

The money $500 was gone. There
was no doubt about It nor was there

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

any doubt In young Ewing's mind
that one of three men had taken it.
He checked the off on his fingers.
There was Willis, the cashier, young,
unmarried, addicted to llashy clothes,
Roberts, confidential clerk, 35. prominent In Y. M. C. A. work, married.
and the father of one child; and Ed
married
wards, head bookkeeper,
aged 60, and the father of four children.
Which of the three was It? Undoubtedly the culprit must be erret- ed out. The matter must not be al
lowed to stand still, although a de
tective, hired by young Swing, had
failed. Young Ewlng sighed and
telegraphed for his father.
f5
Kwiug, senior, came promptly. His
show
son laid the matter before hint,
ed how the thief must be one ot the
three men.
iss
v
Countless wrinkles crept Into the
older man's face.
"Perhaps it is his first offense,"
suggested the older man. "Perhaps
It Is his first offense and another trial
" 'i
Is all he needs to make a man of him.
Leave him to me," he added.
Old Ewlng thought deeply for a
time, then called back his son
" ""' ' '
V. 7
"Here is a check for the amount,"
f'fc
lon produced by doses of strychnia
said the older man. "it was his eacn laige
iviii a uio o.
i'i
eiioosii
first offense."
imrma httnltVi In n few minutes
"Hut who Is he?" asked young
That powerful drug Is the only
t
.
St J
.JVa
Ewlng.
'physiological
for snako
"He will not repeat It. said his poison know n Inantidote
Chemically
medicine.
father. "Let it rest there.
are many drugs that will preThat evening when the clerks left tnere
cipitate or neutralize the vemon, but
the building old Ewlng stood watch- It is not possible
to use because of
ing them. Willis and Roberts passed their 111
effect upon the blood.
him and he paid no attention to them
The treatment has been, first, perHut when the careworn form of Edwards appeared he linked his arm manganate of potassium, admin ster-e- d
at the Zoo. At the hospital It h is
with that of the head bookkeeper and
been strychnia and serum as antiwalked off with him.
'
v
.i
"1 have made good the $500 you dotes for the venom, and sai l soluborrowed " said Ewlng softly as they tion as a stimulant. Whether it was
the strychnia or the serum that saved
walked on.
Edwards, frightened
and amazed. Rose's life no one can tell. Hut more
broke down and confessed the theft loan anything else, perhaps, has been
which he declared hid bee,, brought Rose's grit. The doctors and nurses
on by the needs of his growing fam- at the hospital have never known any.
ily.
He had suffered tortures after thing to equal It. Never for a second
has he regarded li s case us anything
the theft, he declared.
"1 know,"
said Ewlng. "You'll more than a sever attack of illness.
never do it aga.n. The Incident Is
"The terrible pain did not comei
utter the b'te " said
losed. You may repay me whenever Immediately
,
I
I
i
Rose, "it was about 10.45 when the
you can."
"Rut how did you know I took It?" snake threw his fang into me, and, by
cried the aged bookkeeper. "And why the way. he hit me with only one and
thereby gave nie only half a dose,
do you make It good for me?"
Ewlng turned away and spoke with thank goodness, am) it was when I
experiencdirilculty.
that
leached tile
TURK E VIEWS OF ERNEST SIECJ FRIED, GERMAN
"I was In the same boat myself ed the excruciating pain known only
Qu'te a robust party is Ernest Sieg- prens you at first blush, go out and
once." he said slowly. "I, too ha.) a to one who has been btten by a
growing family, but but no one snake. After f was bitten I Imme- fried. Herman wrestler, who will ar- mea.sure yourself, then think It over.
diately called down to one of the boys rive on I'ncle Sam's hospitable shores You will conclude that Ernest Is a
made it good for me."
large, coarse man, who could find no
a piece of string with which to tie
and
With silent understanding
within a few weeks, ready to wrestle more fitting vocation than wrestling.
sympathy the aged bookkeeper clasp- the finger back of the 'Joint.
ed tiie hand Ewlng Impetuously thrust
"When this had been done one of Frank Gotcli, Elihu Root, Farmer 1". S. He Is fix feet three, and
the other boys made an Incision at Rui ns or Ed Dunkhorst. It makes do weighs 252 pounds in his union su t.
toward him.
the point w licr the fang struck me difference to Erne.t. He inherited a And he is only 2S years old
According once-- more to the
and I sucked i ntinu illy on the fin- - village or two in Germany, and wres- ger and pulled considerable of the ties for glory, not for spondulicks. So
press agent, Ernest has for
BITTEN BY BHTIW:
poison out. As soon as Dr. Carr
been
hs press agent, and no press two
a match with
Georges (always the final "s." please,
r.ved he Immediately bound the arm agent ever nature-fak- e
As to robustness.
Ernest ha.s a for Georges) as we said, with
STRYCHNINE SAVES LIFE r ith some soit of rubber contrivance
che.st, a 13- - Georges
neck, a
that nearly cut my arm off. It was,20-!neand Georges
men mat the pain became so ncrce incn rorcarni, a
wrtsi,
has been evad ng him. Ernest has re
I
I
biceps, a
calf and a
could hardly stand it. Hut
peatedly challenged Georges, and has
',M
StilTei'4 'rortnre Hoi His that
figures do not Im- - promised to throw him twice in one
my te'th, wild y prayers and thigh.
these
grftted
If
m
(.lit
kaliliPulls
Ki'inai
tru-te- d
tiie physician. And my trust
Through.
has not been misplaced.
almost entirely the products of the
"For a time things were rather
ij V
sea, taro, bananas, and cocnanuts;
Washington. Aug. 25. If nothing hazy, but no,v lam feeling Just as
unexpected happens, Rodney Rose, chipper as a man in my condition
.and some of these were denied to
the snake keeper at the Nat oiial Zoo. could feel. 1 wasn't careless. 1 took
tiler w oiu-- and the lower classes
BIG P20C03II3N through leligious superstitions. With
mi-- lis. as
have always done,
into whose hand the largest diamond-i-.n-- k pi
tii, nt roduet on of nianj other pro
Hitler in nis charge sunk his but ths villain was looking for me
ducts of the tropics anl temperate
on .Monday will recover. He iippai ent !y. and landed."
l'osfdhllil ies of Soil in I lu
Island - ."tic by the white setters Hawaii
- today capable or supporting many
iblc Iiiih for
.Make l'
people- than have ever yet Inmore
Slany.
habited the Island, and with the
No. woma
.can bc '
A
posslbil.ty of growing practically all
witnout cniwren; 11 is iicr
XLJf 17H
l
economically Important vegHonolulu, Aug. 25. The Territory forms ofnow
nature to love them as much
TT
known, from two to half
etation
a
present
and
beautiful
has
at
is
time
Hawaii
the
it
the
so
as
of
ntTTE
JTrT!
a dozen or more crops per year, no
1
220,000.
This one can uae-tio- n
population estimated at
that the territory
is probably little more than half of m ght support a population as large
to
per square mile as any place on the
the number of peisois estimated
is so full of dread that the thought tills her with apprehension.
must
have been living on the islands at globe.
very
be
life
either
to
of
reproduction
for
necessity
is
by
no
the
Capt.
There
A million anl a half of
people
the time of their discovery
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system Cook In 177S. and there are evidences would populate Hawaii with an aver1 his which lead to the conclusion that at age of 232 peisons to the square mile
for the coniine event, and it is passed without any danger.
n less number
a still earlier period the population This1
than at tVe
was still much larger.
present '.line li
in i nuinucr of t.o
maincapable
of
The islands are
stab - of the union, lliwa'l now has
women through the crisis
taining comfortably at least l.BOO.OUo
tiiau ot peuple lo the Hijuaie
persons under modern conditions of n. ile of the territory.
Alabama In
with but little suffering.
were
living.
187.6;
The ancient Hawaiian
1900 had S5.5; Connecticut.
otitHininir infnriniitum of value
very
lo Ail t'iisDcUtJit mother umnt-- (run.
both mentally and physically a
Delaware. 94.3; Georgia, 37.6; Illinois.
was
superior race, though helr food
86.1; Indiana. 70.1. In this manner
BRADFtCLD RFOULAJOR OO,
i
In variety, comprising nlore than half of the different states
AH main. Urn.
m 'very limited
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HUGE GERMAN WHO WANTS TO WRESTLE GOTCH
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find artesian water and the whole
A strong flow of gna was encountered north of Carlsbad at a depth of valley is 1:. I crested.
350 Xeet. recently.
Democrat:.' Committeeman A. A.
Jones is seining out a frenzied appeal
festival
Belen
of
celebration
The
to the faithful for funds with which
day waa a great success and more to conduct the campaign, but so ur
attended.
people
thousand
Uian throe
as known there has been no rush to
contribute.
Willard has been deserted by its
n
leaves
which
laundryman.
one
Itoswell has two days left In which
opening for an enterprising laundress. to raise the bonus of $100,000 to be
given to its proposed new railroad.
A unique feature of the parade to
Several thousand dollars are lacking
bo held during Socorro's fair will be but It is said the entire amount will
will
company,
which
cavalry
a ladie'
be secured witnout trouble.
act as escort.
A man end woman are languishing
The assessed valuation of property in Jail at .Silver City because they
in San Miguel county has Increased showed too great familiarity with a
during the year by 1388.377, the total pen.
forgad
They cashed several
now being 13,871,900.
checks and then went on to Deming,
where they repeated the performThe eastern quail Imported Into the ance, but were arrested.
recos valley some time ago are sa--d
to lie multiplying at a great rate and
Two men and a boy In Sierra counthriving as well as the native variety. ty recently kdied 204 rattlesnakes at
one sitting. Hut for the presence of
A farmer near Tolar has corn which the boy there would be a chance for
will make thirty bushels to the acre an argument.
and no rain has fallen since April
The contract for a dormitory and
18, except light snowers.
power building for the New Mexico
Institute for the blind at Alnmogordo
Farmers and business men at
are subscribing to a fund of has been le and work will start soon.
$4,000 which will bo used in sinking The institution begins the school year
a well. An effort will be made to the first Tuesday In September.
ia
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WRESTLER.
hour, but Georges could not ba
rnnxed. Meantime, Ernest put In his
time to good advantage by making
dents in the floor with the shoulder
bones of all the other leading wrestlers of Europe and Asia, many ot
them more than seven feet high, and
all very fierce and strong.
Siegfried will be under the American management of Erne.st Roeber,
champion,
the former Graeeo-Roma- n
who wants particularly to get hln
onto a mat with Frank Gotch. If
Frank sees the pictures which accompany this article we shall not blams
him for being as evasive as Georges
Is alleged to have been.
have at, the present time populations
greater per square mile than has Hawaii, and three of them have a denser population than Hawaii would
have with 1 fiOO.Oob.
These are Massachusetts with 34 S3 Inhabitants per
square mile; New Jersey with 250.3;
and Rhode Island, with 40.7.
Compared with countries of Europe, France has 1SS persons to ths
square mile; Germany. 290; Italy,
29H ; I'nlteJ Kingdom of Great Britain, 3 48; and the Netherlands, with
431.

Hawaii has a gol balance of trad
her favor, and the future, on account of increasei agricultural activity In progress. Insures a still larger
same side of ths
d fference on the
ledger. In 1907 she Imported nearly
118,600 000 worth of goods, and exported over 129.000,000 worth.
ure.-ideal of. her area which Is arable hns not been brought under cultivation as yet. or In a very Imperfect way, so that the height of Hawaii's productiveness is still a long
v.ay in the future.
Subscribe for The Cltlxen today.
In
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RISK LIVES ON HIGH N Y. BRIDGE FOR DAILY BREAD
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League Formed Hawaii's Isolated Position In
sures Immunity From the
at Washington lias Stirred
Usual Sicknesses.
the Country.
c

Aug.
25. Agitation
Washington,
against Asiatic Immigration has been
Stirred up In the United States and
Canada by the recent formation of
Immigrathj National
tion League In Washington.
In New York and the Pacific coast
cities the feeling Is intense. A. W.
Thomas, secretary of the league, has
received a score of letters from
prominent citizens, business and professional men, protesting against the
"yellow" labor, and requesting membership in the league.
n
New
Anthony Keifl, a
York City merchant, writes and asks
If he may not become a member of
the league. He says there are thousands of persons In that city who will
upport the organization.
Earl T. Hall, a. mining engineer, of
Granada, Cal.. says the Paclflo coast
Is overrun with coolie labor, to the
xtent that It is hard for a white
man to get employment. He adds:
"The Pacific coast Is overrun with
Japanese from north to south, and
more are coming continually. Almost
all the fruit crop this year has been
contracted to Japs, and we have to
hire out the 'Yellow Devils,' as we
term them. They give employment
to their countrymen first, so we are
a secondary consideration.
"They are making money fast, and
in a few years they will own the
fruit Industry. They buy the land
as fast as they can. Eastern people
little realize that all the fruit they
get from California and Oregon is
handled by foreign labor.
"The Japs can handle the business
cheaper than we. so we have to let
them pay us and step out and allow
them to come in."
The Japanese are not only con
trolling the labor situation on the
Pacific coast, says Mr. Hall, but they
are occupying the residential sec
tions of the large cities.
"The best resident district in San
Francisco Is all Japanese now," he
added, and they keep getting strong
er. Their stores are more numerous
since the great earthquake.
"I would like f see the movement
started in Washington to exclude
Asiatic labor expand to this section of
the country, to every city and town
In the United States and Canada, and
arouse the American people to future
danger of foreign labor immigration.
"Uf course, there are thousands of
dewli able Scotch, Irish, French, and
English Immigrants who come to this
country and whom we cherish as
s,
but the
friends and
horde of cheap Japanese we do not
want.
"There are reasons too numerous
to mention On paper that should
arouse us to realize one and all that
we are living in an age we have got
to do this thing, and now Is the time
to act."
In commenting on the letter. Secretary Thomas said: "This letter from
the Pacific coast shows clearly the
gratification aroused by a national
league. As soon as the
people of the east fully realize the
difficulties and dangers now endured
ty the people of the Pacific coast by
reason of the presence there of oriental immigrants, a united demand
will arise for complete and permanent seclusion of such aliens.
"It is bound to come It Is only a
question of time and this league Is
simply volcInK the general opinion
held in all sections of the country.
ic

well-know-
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Chronic Diarrhoea Oirrrt.
"My father has for years
troubled with chronic diarrhoea, and
trie J every means possible to effect a
cure, without avail," writes John H.
Zlrkle of Ph'llppi, W. Va. "He saw
Chamberlain's Colle Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy advertised In the Phll-ipRepublican and decided to try It
The result is one bottle cured htm
and he has not suffered with the disease for eighteen
months. Before
taking this remedy he was a constant
sufferer. He la now sound and well,
and although sixty years old. can do
as much work as a young man." Sold
by all druggists.

bn

Honolulu. Aug. 25. To her Isolated position in the center of the Pacific Ocean, Hawaii, our Insular territory, owea her txcniption from
many
dangerous
unpleasant
and
things of the continents, particularly
those that are peculiar to the tropics.
This Immunity Is especially true as
relates to the noxious species of both
the animal and vegetable kingdom,
and the varieties of animal and plant
pesis now to be found in this "Pari-dis- e
of the Pacillc," have been Introduced unwittingly ur otherwise since
tne discovery of the islands by Capt.
Cook over a century and a quarter
ago.
The delightful sense uf security with which one may plunge
through the densest Jungles on moun
tain slopes or marshland, confident
in the fact that none uf the Islands
a single snake or poisonous plant, is
something that can scarcely be experienced in any other spot in the
world, and certainly not in any other
tropical country.
indeed It was not until long after
the coming of the white man to Hawaii that there were even any mos
quitoes, and at the present time only
two or three species of this large and
The
annoying family are known.
genus Anopheles has thus far not se
cured foothold on the islands,, and as
a result Hawailans know nothing of
malaria. To this fact some scientists
have held to be due the splendid
physical and mental development of
the Hawaiian race, which at the time
o the discovery of the Islands was
much superior to that of aboriginies
of almost any other part of the world.
The debilitating effects of malarial
diseases which follow the intro
duction of the Anopheles Into ancient
Rome and Greece Is now believed to
have been the prime cause of the
decadence of both of these splendid
peoples.
To supplement the limited fauna
and flora indiglnous to the islands,
the early settlers at once began the
importing of great numbers of new
arities, and in this way some de
structive Insect and vegetable pests
reached these shores before science
had come to recognize their pernlcl
ous propensities. The mongoose, a
animal, was brought
small weasel-lik- e
here with the idea that It would de
stroy the rats and mice which caused
damage to growing crops. This it
has probably done in some measure,
but Incidentally It has practically exterminated the once plentiful game
birds of certain districts by Its raids
upon the nests and young birds. It
ib also a bad customer In the chicken
yard, and a bounty Is now paid for
its scalp.
At the present time the territory
is very aggressive In protecting
from the possible introduction of
any new forms of pests, and in controlling of the ones already here.
Qualified experts of the Territorial
Hoard of Agriculture and Forestry
watch eery arriving vessel, and no
diseased animal or infected plants
or vegetables is allowed to be landed.
Kven the lady traveller's bunch of
e
(lowers brought from the
coast in col l storage, is seized by the
watchful Inspector at the foot of he
gangway and subjected t
careful
scrutiny for possible Injurious Insects which It may hurhor, before being permitted to pass further. The
precaution Is a wise one which in
many Instances would offer an ideal
home to many Insect pasU which 'n
their native habitat are held In check
by natural enemies or rigor of the
winter season.
.t-s-
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DEAFNKSS CANNOT BE Cl'ltKI)
hy local applications, as they cannot
reacd the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional remy an Inedies. Deafness Is caused
flamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube.
ben this
tube Is Inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or Imperfect hearing and when
II Is entirely "'osed. itearnraa If
result, and unless
the ir.flamma'loi.
be taken "Ut -- nd this tube re;-r- J
to
us normal condition, hearlns will r
destroyed forever; nine cases out cr ten
nr. caused by t'atarrn. whlca Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of Ike
mucous surfaces.
e will give One Hundred Dollars for
any
leafness (caused by caAre you looking for something? Re- tarrh)ranthat ofcannot
be cured by Halls
member the want columns of Ths Catarrh Cure,
for circulars free.
P. J. CHUNK
ft CO., Toledo, O.
Kvenlng Citizen are for your especial
by
75c.
Druggists.
Sold
Tt tfiik
to the people and
benefit
Take Hails family fills ror
pi
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After you have finished the day's
work, eaten dinner, and settled
yourself for a pleasant evening at
home you wifl need to make the
evening's pleasure complete with a
copy of
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WORKERS ON THJ3 N EV MANHATTAN BrUDOE BET
BUOOKLYX CAN BE SEE X EVERY DAY IN JUST St'CH PE
New York, Aug. 2T. Feats more
Laborer run up and down these
g
and thrilling than tho.e swinging walks, apparently without
fall which a
of a circus are seen every day by New thought of the 320-foof the foot would cause. They
Yorkers who cross the Brooklyn slip
perform all sorts of high wire feau
bridge.
not with thought or applause, but for
Just above the Brooklyn bridge Is bread and butter.
the new Manhattan bridge now In the
Work is scarce Just now, even for
most interesting stage of Its construccable men. Many
them take all
tion. The huge wire cables that are sorts of chances Inof order
to hold
to support the roadway are being their Jobs, among 250 men employed
"spliced" Into position.
on the great bridge. Often men will
Long, narrow sway!ng walkways be seen to wr.lk across
the narrow
hang from temporary cables over the beams shown In the picture
In order
houstops and the East river.
to save a little titve.

WEEN MANHATTAN ISLAND AND
ItiLOUS POSITIONS.
Although the actual construction of
the cables has now been in progress
many montns, tne number of men
meeting with serious accidents Is very
smau.
The river span of the bridge Is
1.4.0 feet, a little shorter than the
old Brooklyn bridge. Steel towers Instead of stone will suspend the four
huge cables which are to suspend the
bridge proper. Each of theso cables
contains 37 strands and each strand
256 wires.
The winding of these
strands Into cables is the process now
going on.

hair-raisin-

ot

THEBUCKETSHOP
BUSINESS IS
DECLINING
It

O'Oell established and backed several local branch offices, the agents
communicating all trades to the central uftice over telegraph lines. There
they were booked much as the racing
bookmaker keeps sheets on the races
iind by these sheets he was enabled,
in a moment, to ascertain Just how
much he stood to win or lose with
each turn of the market.
O'Dell discovered that the average
trader in stocks was incl.ned to take
the ng or bull side 85 times out of
100.
This was because the aver,
eah
age trader did not then, and does not
know to this day, that he can sell
stocks "short" and get a shade the
best of market conditions.
The reason or this shade of percentage is that every catastrophe or
other sensational news Item has a
depressing efTect on the stock market
and will break It. while it takes hard
driving and much boosting to create
an advance of equal proportions.
Armed with this knowledge, a good;
bank roll and an unbounded amount
ot nerve, O'Dell flourished. He sur-- j
rounded himself with the best and
fastest telegraph operators in the
country, and put them In charge of
the wires In hi clearing house and
branch offices.
The branch offices grew In numbers as the years passed, until every
state in the middle west and the
south furnished one or more for the
O'Dell concern. The orders increased
correspondingly, until In recent years
It was not unusual for the clearing
house to deal In 25 000 shares of
stock, a million bushels of wheat or
thousands of bales of cotton.
This business was carried by the
central clearing house In Cincinnati,
with O'Dell accepting It Just as he
might accept bets on a certain horse
race approximating millions of dollars. None of the orders was placed
In the respective stock or other exchanges, but O'Dell established
a
system of "rounding up" his sheets
In case they became too heavy In
either direction, by ordering
real
stock or wheat or cotton to the
of
difference,
amount
the
thus creating a "stand-oft"- "
In
his accounts
which would allow h'm to break even.
The fastest leased wires were work,
ed Into the main office, directly from
the floors of the various stock exchanges, thus giving that office an
advantage of from five to ten minutes
over the slow ticker service which
furnishes the quotations for every
brokerage office tod ly. Armed with
the first information, thus always at
his disposal. O'Dell could accept or
refuse an order with pcrfert security,
end often make a point profit in
placing It at the figure called for by
the customer ln the branch office.
As an illustration. If the slow ticker
showed copper to be selling at 60
at Its last quotation, the faster wire
bad registered a later uuotatlon of

Isn't the Safe Investment It
Was In Former Years and
Many Have Lost Out.

Chicago, Aug. 25. The bucket
shop business isn't the sure thing
game it was under the regime of
"Billy" O'Dell, father of bucket shops.
1'resent day operators seem to lack
their master's cunning.
O'Dell made and lost millions before he perfected h'.a system, yet he
died a millionaire several times over
ut last. He knew Its every twist. Since
his death the bucket shop game has
oeen featured principally with financial blow-up- s.
Unsophisticated traders have lost millions.
Dozens of bucket shop operators
have had to face the courts. Some
have been convicted and imprisoned,
lieorge Stapely of Cincinnati. an understudy and former
associate
of
u'Dell, who made thousands of dollars under his direction, Is under Indictment in the local federal court,
and is fighting extradition. His business went to the wall recently.
Another recent failure was that of
Chas. E. liultman, one time Cincinnati councilman and former O'Dell
tout. An adverse market put him out
in three weeks.
O'Dell once went down and out
hundreds of thousands to the bad. But
he came back, puying dollar for dollar. O'Dell was a stock gambler before he conceived the bucket shop
Idea. He had given the exchanges In
the cotton belt frequent solar plexus
punches, anj was known as an exceptionally shrewd trader. It was
while playing the markets that the
scheme which later brought him
mil. ions
was evolved. He opened
his first shop n Cincinnati
twenty
years ago.
O'Dell figured that the oil method
of bucketing a trade In one lone office could be Improved so business
could be conducted ln a hundred offices In a
many different cities
through a central
clearing
house
which would statu! good for the losses
as long ai the bank roll lasted.
I

Albuquerque's

leading home
newspaper the paper that prints
all the news of the day immediately, after it occurs. Do not
wait for tomorrow morning's paper to get today's news, but read
the news tonight, while it's fresh.
The evening paper covers the
field accurately but briefly while
it is still news. The morning paper simply elaborates.

4 9.
The customer asked for It at 60
and was let in, O'Dell knowing that
the stock had gone a point lower,
thereby entailing a loss of one dollar
per share on a buying order.
If the customer wanted to sell It
short at that figure, he was told that
the' order could not be placad, be'
cause the operator knew that thl
placing at 50 would at once Insure
him a profit of one point.
The personal characteristics of this
father of the bucket shop business
were pleasing. He was liberal and
did much in a charitable way.
He
was called an "honest gambler."

1

To keep posted up to the minute
read the Evening Citizen. The
Citizen is printed at 5 o'clock and
delivered to your home by the
time you are ready for it, for 6o
cents a month. If you do not read
The Citizen you are not getting
all that is coming to you

Now Is the Time to Subscribe
DO IT NOW

Excellent Health Advice

Mrs. M. M. Davison, of No. 171
Gilford Ave., San Jose, Cal., says:
"The worth of Electric Bitters as

i

general family remedy, for headache.
biliousness and torpor of the liver
and bowels is so pronounced that I
am prompted to say a word In Its favor, for the benefit of those seeking
relief from such afflictions. There la
more health for the digestive orgs
In a bottle of Electrlo Bitter
than
If an other remedy I know of." Sold
under guarantee at all dealers. 60o

WW

FOR DISPUTE

The endorsement upon the back of each check is evidence that
the party received payment.
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by check it's the safe way.
We offer exceptional advantages for checking accounts, both
large and small.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

HAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
Do you know that people arc almost fighting
for quarters right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this

Joe Cherry, Prescott.

KOIt RENT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, modern
and sanitary. OO Blake Et.

Grand Central.

M.

McCoullough, Chicago

Wliy Jainca Lee Got Well.
Everybody ln Zaneiville. O., knows
Mrs. Mary Lee of rural route 8. She
writes: "My husband, James Lee,
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FIHST PHOTOGRAPH SHOWTNO DIXIE II BREAKING WORLD'S SPED RECORD ON LONG ISLAND EOLND.
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Savoy.

L. Skinner, Santa Hlta. N. U ; J,
W. Klrkpatrlck ,Ia.;
Thomas An
drews, Kettner; Bessie Musdome, Ft.
Sumner; J. 11. Jedger. Loulsberg; W,
B. Murphy, Hangfleld; U. N. Stripling, San Augustine; Win. Mulligan,

Ban
E. J. Hunter, G. 11. Burns,
Marclal; J. A. Qulngley, Guy Logan,
m. F. Quinn, G. F. Moye, A. E. Jeffries. G. A. Bryan, Las Vegas; Mrs. V.

A)s.':

wwww -

GIVES NO GROUND

J. F. Johnson, Los Angeles; C. II.
Gorman and wife, Mansfield, Ohio;
W. P. Williamson, Baltimore.

'
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AN ENDORSED CHECK

Sturgvs.
Mrs. Miller, Miss.; A. M. Turn
McCartys, N. M.; 11. U. Coors, Las
Vegas; II. S. Mehen. Carthage; H, M.
Itlchards. Han Marclal; J. C. Jara-mlllo, Torreon; C. F. Flurry, Q. C.
Flurry, Kansas City; W. W. Chaplin,
Detroit; II. J. Catewood. Detroit; J,
A. Gellus, Thornton;
Chas. Paxton,
Bland; B. II. Newlee.
Ias Vegas;
Joan Greenwald. Socorro; F. Flats,
Las Vegas; M. It. Williams, Las Ve
gas; It. It. Farren, Denver; E. Sena.
I.us Vegas; W. H. Ellis. Amarllla,
Texas; Hen Strlckfaden. Las Vegas
A. Sandoval, Sandoval, N. V.
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HOTKL AlUtlVAIS.
Alvarado.
J. H. Abrams, Topeka; Mrs. M. C.
Field, Las duces; 11. Kraemer, Lai
Cruces; Mr. Morley, Datil; Mm. Al
len, Va.; a. W. Fate, Okla.; Q. Mc- Mlllen, Okla.; J. S. Manning. N. Y.f,
C E. Bride, L. H. Palmer, K. C; F.
S. Koons, New Haven, Conn.; J. E
McMahon. Las Vegas; W. E. Garrl
son, Mesllla Park; T. C. Garllngtoa,
Las Vegas; W. S. Davidson, Chicago;
C. L. McVean, Denver; S. C. Steele
K. C; Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Smith,
!rand Canyon; J. H. Huey. Milwau
kee; J. H. Merrls Kaxton. Tex.; David Martin, Atchison; W E. Irwin,
Belen.
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OFF TO DIXIE II. WORLD'S FASTEST FLYING MOTORBOAT
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firmly believes he owes his life to the
us of Dr. King's New Discovery. His
lungs were so severely affected that
consumption seemed Inevitable, when
a friend recommended New Discovery. We triad It. and its use has restored him to perfect health." Dr.
King's New Discovery Is the king of
throat and lung remedies. For coughs
and colds it has no equal. The first
dose gives relief. Try It! Sold under
guarantee at all dealers. 60c and II 00
Trial bottle free.

placed in

The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small cost of
3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.
Ikt

Wlm Is
for Indlseatloa
Mr. A. Koblnson of Drumqulo, On

tario, has been troubled, for years
with indigestion, and recommends
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Tablets as "the best medicine I aver
used." It troubled with Indigestion or
constipation
lva them a trial. They
It Is not what you pay for advertis- ars certain to prove beneficial. They
ing,
PATS are easy to take and pleasant 1n ef
but what advertising
Our fect. Price tl cents. Samples free at
YOU, that makes it valuable.
all druggists.
rates ars Vjwest for equal service.

OP TUB WORLD.
Meet Every Friday Evening
At t Sharp.
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER.
WOODMEN

id.

r.

E. W. Moore, C. C
Phillips, Clark.
D.
401 West Lead Ave.
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL

a
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lteuben Trier Uumpers Humphreys, Adonrlan Fltijohn Cruink-shan- JOURNAL PLAYERS
Melchlsidek lemetims, Kitz.
slmmonx.
ADMIT 1HEIR DEFEAT
My
Grandma's
Advice Klrzlah
Mullln.
Olde Grimes Judge Wlntergreen They Call Hi Tho Citizen OMce unJ
Ltoscombe and Olde Koikes.
PromlNO to liny, but Decline to
o Mtximil rune.
Say W hen,
Worldlye Piece Constance Tcrrl-winkreturn
Toledo, oldo and
Olde
Folkea.
and
While the baseball players of the
$60.95. Aug. 27 to $0, final limWorldlye l'iete Colista Blrdseye.
Morning Journal, who were so badly
it Sept 17. O. A. R. encampAnvil Chorus All ye singers and defeated by The Citizen team at Tracment. Limit may be extended.
players.
tion park Sunday, are taking stomach
Worldlye Piece PeiUecoet Tarbox, bitters to remove the lunch they
Roswcll, N. L and return
Keuben Peter Pumpers Humphreys, bought themselves. The Citizen plac$18.85, Aug. 27 to SI, limited
Adonrian Fltzjohn Cruinkshank,
ers are wondering whether they are
to Sept. 6th. Christian Church
Demcllms F Usinimons.
going to get the lunch the Journal
Convention.
My Glorious Home
Jerusalen,
players promised to buy should they
All ye Olde Folkes.
lose. This was the agreement before
Worldlye Piece Aunt Deborah Klt-ter- the game, and several of the Journal
ft. WnrtlL, Tex. and return
$36.30. Aug. 29 to SO, final limplayers called at The Citizen office
it Sept. 27.
Home Sweet Home Olde Folkes.
yesterday and apologized for the way
Which mine will be lined out for the Journal reporter got the stoiy
ye congregation to Join in.
T. E. PURDY, Agent
about the game balled up and promX. P. Ye signers and players are ised to buy the lunch. But promises
expected to weare theyre
are as far as they got. They may have
clone and all carryin on to bee disbought the lunch they promised
ye
pensed with for
time.
themselves but they did not pay the
Genuine American Block
P. S. Ye young men are requested bet.
to take ye hayseed out of theyre shoe
The indisputable evidence The Citi$6.50 per Ton
before coming so aa to sit still and zen produced last night In the way of
not d sturb ye people.
an affidavit to prove who won the Handscreened Cerrillos Lump
Prynted at ye pryntlnge office who game, put a kink In the baseball liar
is ln ye loftie building of ye Citizen on the Journal that won't come out
$6.50 per ton
Prytinge company, numbere of 113 before next season.
West Gold avenue, of ye village of
The newsboys in challenging the Quallly'mod Quantity Cuaranfd
Albuquerque.
Journal for a game have decided not
The admission will be twenty-fiv- e
to play unless the Journals put the
cents and tickets were placed on sale price of a meal up In the hands of
this morning at Matson's and Strong's some trustworthy person.
book stores, while all those who take
TELEPHONE II.
part have tickets to sell.
E FEAST AT

MALOY'S
Mail Orders
To people living ln le.s favored
towns In New Mexico, who have
not the privilege of trading at a
store like Maloy'a. we offer the
aarne adxantages enjoyed by AW
buquerqueans.
Mail u your orders and you can
depend on us to select carefully,
pack and ship promptly. What's
more you can depend n quality
nd price being right. If It comes
from

MALOY'S
PHONE 72

GIVES

PROMISE

OF WAR AGAINST
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Arc on Sale ul M.U-cert pi'oiiii4'A to

n

uml I lie ConI to I immunity

huetf-fu- l.

Keserved seats for the conceit to
be given by yc- - olde folkes at the Klks'
s
theater August 27 are on sale at
and the b.Ue has so far been
gratifying.
The concert promises to
be unusually well attended because it
is given for charity, and, Judging
from the program, there will bo plenty
of fun throughout the evening, as well
as mos'c by the best local talent. The
progiam is as follows:
Ye 1'irsio Parte.
Irene .parkins.
Auld Lang Syn
Father perrinwinkle.
itule.s
Klder Fullback.
All 'e Olde Folkes.
Complaint!
Worldlye
Huidah
lioce Sister
Kemp, Fjidur Peter Eparkes.
Strike the Cymbal Aramlnta Crab-tre- e
and Olde Folkes.
New Fangled Piece Pentecost Tar- Mat-nun'-

We arc just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

Aug.

25.

Spelter firm,

The Metals.
New York, Aug. 23. Lead quiet,
t
$4.57 H 4.62 Vi ; lake copper dull,
I13.60H 13.62H: silver, 81c.
Money Market.
New York, Aug. 25. Prime merper cent;
cantile paper,
money on call easy,
1 Vi per cent.
Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, Aug. 25. Wheat Sept.,
83V4 U S3c; Dec,
4Htf94c
Corn Sept., 77Vc;
66
Dec.,

34V4

66V4c.

Sept,,

c; Dec, 48 c.
$14.35; Oct., $14.45.
Sept., $9.27 V4; Oct., $9.37 Vi.
Sept., $8.70; Oct., $8.88.

Oats

48

Pork Sept.,

Lard
Hibs

til huso
Chicago, Aug.

Livestock.
25.
Cattle 7.000.
For best, stea.iy; others weak. Beeves
$3.65(iii.70;
Texans
$3.00 o 5.00;
westerns $3.30ff5.90; stockers and
feeders $2.60 0 4.60; cows and heifers
$1.75&5. 90; calves $5.25 W 7.00.
Sheep 25,000, 10 lower. Western
yearlings
$2.504.20;
$4.154.90;
western lambs $3.50 U 6.00.
New York Stock".
New Y'ork, Aug. 25. Following
were closing quotations on the stock
exchange today:
Amalgamated Copper
77
Atchison
87Vi
9 4Vi
do. preferred
New York Central
104 Vi
Pennsylvania
121
99
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
156
45 Vi
United States Steel
107
do. preferred
,

Kansas C'Hy Llvextovk.
25.
Kanwis City. Aug.
Cattle
17,000. Steady. Southern steers $3.30
W4.25; southern cows
$2.25 J) 3.40;
stockers and feeders 12.80 tj) 9.00;
bulls $2.60y3.75; calves $3.256.25;
western steers $3.605.25;
western
cows $2.50 3.75.
Hogs 9,000 steady. Pulk of sales
$6.30(06.60; heavy $6.60 r,i 6.70 ; pack,
ers and butchers $6,35 Q 6.65; light
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SKATING RINK

Popular Amuse
ment Place in the City
Most

J
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

the Forty TUievca
(lleaullfully llund rulntcd)
The
Boudoir
The Innkocper'a Wife
How Itroun Saw the Ball Game

5

Capital ana

United States
Depository

At 8: SO P. M.

i

Surplus

s

$250,000

All Italia and

fie.. Etc

J.

10 CEXTS.

w

ran

"BIG FOUR ROUTE"
V

J017-J7t- h

Sttcet

DENVER, COLORADO
WARREN J. LYNCH, Pass. Traffic Manager, CHICAGO

T. Armijo Bldg

THE

CHAMPION

Jobbing

Promptly

Attended

I'hones:

Shop

Kcsiilonce

CO.

2g-9Ma-

.

Sheru
l.inie. Onii nt,

5

Paint
Saxh.

Rt-ir-

DMr.

r

KieL,

Our Prices All Bargains
all leather. ... Ilt.lt
14.
Concord
Concord heavy. It.tt
double buggy,
'$10.00 to 114
Single Surrey Harness 17.00 to 10.
Single Bugg-- Harness 8.10 to 10.lt
Single Express Hsr- 1100 to ll.lt
ness
Celebrated Askew Sad-ale- s.
4.10 to 4l.lt
Rest grade of leather in all harneea
and saddle.
Parts of harness kept in stock.
Unless you traJe with us we botfc
lose money.

Team
Team
Team
Team

tJ
552

hi.

N. M.

STAGE TO JESIEZ LE.WE8 ail
GOLD EVKItY SIOHXIXQ AT
O'CLOCK.

paclal tprlng Chicken WEST
Tijaraa. Phono t

;iaa.

423 South First

Fancy

Groceries

Baiurday

KXj5;

ALBUQUERQUE.

Mattaueel Broa., Rroprlatora
Staileand

.

BALDR1DCE

Shop Corner Fourth St. and Copper

6RIOY

Market,

HutnU-r-

and Builder

N

Grocery and Meat

I ninlM-r-

Cliii-Hic-

t'ier.

Carpenter

Room 12

ft?

C.

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

AND

ED. FOURNELLE

DENTISTS

Via Chicago
Niagara Falls lUmti'"

a t. Louia ana forla
EDWIN TEARS, Colcrado Passenger fift.

Native auil

Morning, Afternoon anil Even.
lug Stiwlou.

Limited"

"MICHIGAN C NTRAL"

BULDEKS'
HuililliiK

Via Chicago

'

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

MONTEZUMA TBUST CO.

J

Get on the train "IN" Chicago or St. Louis
Get off the train "IN" New York
Then you're there
"LAKE SHORE"

m

GRANDE LliMBbH CO.

Phon8 8.

G. Gould, Tenor.

ADMISSION

"20th Century

RIO

Jerusalem

J

-

(

It will pay you to look into thU.

Only One Moving Picture Performance

't.

The Route

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber come from our owi
mills located In the rtst bid? of
timber in New Mextro.
A large stock
or
dry ipruue
dimension on band. Why not buy
the best when it it Juet a 'hep?

Program Tonight

in New York. Iii)'!!t in llio heart
ami rt siili ni c
Suliwuy stution umler
Fiftci n miuH- - to lirooklyn without change.
--

GIVE US A CHANCE

The Ilusltrul .Man's Mislnips.
The Country Dniiiiu

DIFFERENT" Route

All fvu have to do

1

an ad. In Tlte Citizen and
aU'J It work (or you.

J.

J

SlrtTKH SUI'KHIOK.

Only railroad
tin- liott--

-

i

,

CHARITY

Corner 6th St. and New Yoik

Grand Central Station
-

Attendant

Chant Evtrv Night

In Charge of the

4

Office Stronf Block 2nd and
Copper Avenue. Telephones
Office 75, Residence 106.

and Illustrated Songs.

ACADEMY

It Lands Ycu "IN" New York City

m

o

Place

ST.

VIKCEHf

Why?

Got Into
May Not

Supt. Falrvlew and:
Santa Barbara
Cemeteries

in

Embalmer

Monday and

Moving

I

TO

Tie

Private Ambulance

Colombo Theater

MATUEE SAT.

'

Director and

t

20

TO

410 NORTH SKCOM) ST.
Phone 471.

New York Central Lines

writ-

20

AUGUST

Pni

DOLOR.

- -

1.

iuuiio

F. H. Strong

Amusements

Stoond

122 North
VfH

NI
KKKS GOOIl ICW CTtKAM
Can't look well, eat well or feel well
SOI
WAIroVS
with impure blood feeding your body. fE CREAM
Keep the blood pure with liurdo.;k .tltl'G SiOltK.
Blood liitters.
Eat simply, take
keep clean and you will have
Suscrlbe for The Eventn CUlcen
long life.
and cet the news.

JAIL

eoarsliiB .M. 11111 nt; witli obtaining
ni' ioy un i. l.i,f pretense,
t re- liuin tiie county j.i.l yesterday
I
iiy friends. While
on Ii okIs fut
Manning Id doomed to stand trial,
there i.s little .M.N.ihility lif h ill lielnK
lonvie'.ed as tile iirosveutiiitf nltnesy
li;n li ft tile country anj It is under-- l
ood. will nut leturn.
Johnson u'nl Manning were in a
a
le'sh ji deal, according to th.' e
given at the in ellininary hear
ii.K and
ere traveling through t tie
country tun.iig idaics, Johnso,, was
tuning
and Manning was so.
oiling the
liciting the work. After reaching
iue Manning hecame involved
in a bad cheek Bean lal and before
tne die
hul been t iken up Johnmui
brought action to recover f 2 3 more or
h s.s, which he ald that he gave Wan.
n.ng with the understanding that trie
latter would receive money from a
r cli uncle and pay him buck.
Manning was held for the grand Jury after a preliminary hearing.
ItM-e-

BUYERS' UN1CS

CASH

r

to
territorial nran.1
see:.il nn'iitiis uio in Juln
i':a..:'.s e.'uit mi u eoiimlaint saoiii
I.y

cmu9umjjmjo9oom9cmom3mo9omomo93aK3iomo9omoBi

Girls' Wash Dresses at a big saving.
We also have a big line of pencils, Sou Pictures and Sn
pens, penholders, pen and Ink tablets,
Thursday.
rencll boxes, school bags, etc.
Tin cups, 2 for 6c.
Don't forget our Grocery department. Fre."h goods reasonable.
Mall orders solicited.

KOUl.ll lKv
mi you know what, tint nu-oour
drivers to xmii
not ask

tlii--

mi-.- '

oooo

and Girls

New York

Jitiiirs S .Maiin.iig. newspaper
er an.l minius; U mii'itiT.
Mini

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

to $4.00.

DIKKCTOIt Y CO.,
Highland House, City.

t

AND GET OUR PRICES

That are getting ready for school we
PROF. DCPONT
have the famous Buster Brown Blue
Novelty Miis.ca Genius.
Hi b oon shoes; also a nice line of medium priced shoes.
THE CILVMBFULAIXS
Boys' Shoes
$1.25 up to $2.50 Fresentinir their scream I njf Irish act,
$1.25 up to $2.50
Girls' Shoes
"The Second Jeffries."
We have the extra good Bearskin
MOVING PICTURES
NEW
Hose for boys and girls.
Boys' well made School Suits, $1.75
Tliursdny and Monday.
Song
And

John f. woki.ey

RELEASED

FROM COUNTY

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT

CRYSTAL THEATRE

Boys

CITY DIUIKTOKY.
If you have moved since your name
was taken for the directory, send us
a postal giving your own and the full
p.. mes of all, sixteen years old or over
who moved with you. giving both old
and new addresses and we will make
proper changes.

pigs $3.505.00.
Sheep 6.000. Weak. Muttons $3.0
lambs, $4. 60ft 6.00; rangfe
wethers $35014.50; fed ewes $3.25 W
4.10.

XcsHT
Trouble

For

parish
Father Antonio Docht-r- ,
priest at Islcta, Is ln the city today
purchasing provisions for a banquet
which will be given at lsleta Friday
to visiting clergy from all over tho
territory. Friday, the feast of St.
Augustine, will be observed and thou.
sands of people are expected to attend
and take part in the religious ceremonies which mark the dak.
A big dinner will be part of the
program following religious services,
and games and athletic contests have
been arranged. Father Ualliere, who
recently celebrated his golden anniversary at Tome, will be a gueat, and
it is expected that many visitors will
come from different parts of the territory.
The annual feast and dance of the
lsleta Pueblo Indians will also soon
be held, tho date being September 4.
Great preparations are already being
made by the Indians In that section
and a glorious time is being looked
forward to by the entire village. Many
spectators go to Ilcta annually to
witness this dance and all enjoy
watching the curious customs of this
tribe.

$6,006-6.55-

MR

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

"FOR CASH ONLY"

Many Thousand People Are Expected
to Attend and Wilnc-- s Sports.

SH'Itcr,
St. Louis,
14.55.

Shot Gun Shells

Funeral

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Aug. 25. Wool steady;

u.

Mm

HUNTERS!

W. H. HAHN & GO,

MARKETS

unchanged.

st

ATTENTION

I

WOOD

ISLE I A FRIDAY

o
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TELEGRAPHIC

entativia adopted a resolution calling
upon lion. Judson Harmon, thuu attorney general of the United Slates,
now tho Democrats candidate fjr
covernur ln Ohio, to report what
Meps, If any, had been taken to enforce the law of the United titutes
evgulnsl trust.--, combination and conspiracies In restraint of trade and
commerce, and what further legislation was. In hia opinion, needed to
protect the
against the same.
On the kth day of February he submitted a reply, in which he described
the sieps which were being taken to
enforce the law, and recommended
the enactment of further legUiation.
I call special attention to the following words:
"Congress may make it unlawful to
nip from one state to another. In
carrying out, or attempting to carry
out, the designs of such (state) organizations, articles produced, owned
or controlled by them or any of their
members or agents."
Hia recommendation embodies the
very idea wh.ch our'plun now proposes to carry out. We want to make
it unlawful for a corporation to use
the instrumental. lies of interstate
commerce for the carrying out of a
monopolistic purpose. Surely no party
oan consistently claim to be opposed
to private monopol.es which will permit
the interstate railroads to
be used to carry out the designs of
a monopoly, or which will permit the
interstate telegraph lines to be used
to Increase the power of a private
or, to make the case
monopoly;
stronger, no party can consistently
ckiim to be opposed to the trusts
which will allow the mails of the
United Slates to be used by the trusts
a an agency for the extermination of
competition.
Congress has already
exercised this power to exterminate
lotteries. Why not exercise it to make
private monopolies lmposs.ble?
If it is conceded that Congress has
the pow er to prevent the shipment of
goods from one state to another w hen
such shipment Is a part of a conspiracy a gal net trade and commerce,
then the only question is as to the
means to be employed to prevent such
shipment.
The license system presents an easy way of regulating such
corporations as need federal regulation. The law can prohibit the doing
of a thing and impose a penalty for
the violation of the law, but experience has shown that it is very difficult to gather up evidence from ail
sections of the United States and
prosecute a great corporation ; so difficult is it, that although the Sherman ami-trulaw has been in force
for eighteen years, no trust magnate
has been sent to the penitentiary for
violating the law, although ln a few
cases the court has found corporations
guilty of a violation of the law. In
the enforcement of a penalty, the government tiiu.-- seek the defendant; by
the use of the license system the corthe
poration is compelled to
government.

THEA TRE
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IDE TWISTS
(Continued From Vase One.)

A 7 COLOMBO

BA S.

AC

box,

BRYAN

CVmZEJL

A T'nTTOTTTROTT'

Harness,
Harness,
Harness,
Harness,

y

TH0S. F. KELEHER
403 West Railroad Avenue

V

AtVUKT,

TVKSDAY.

ATRTTQTTFRQUE

1M.

25.

CHAUTAUQUA

Hotels and Resorts

ATTENTION

For Information concerning any of th place adi
Uaed in thla column and for descriptive literature,
call at The Cittsen offlca or writ to tha Advertising
Manager, Albr'iuerque Cttlaen. Albuquerque. N. M.
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-
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LESSON

Mountalnulr, X. M., Aug. 25.
(SKvJal). It was a tired but a
crowd that met tti morning
at the last day's itvsslon of the first
ilountauiaJr Chautauqua, assem'oly.
When the matter of this meeting was
firat suggeeled the sole r waa that
it wuu.u he impodiiible, with the small
niuaiL at haud, to secure the taleut
required to make au event like ta's
a success. Ihe grvuli-amUtake the
has made in this, the
nianutft-men- t
luauu effort, was getting too much
unu too many good things. The people are physk-allunable to live the
strenuous life necessary to get the
benefit of ail the good things presented. On account of the worn-ou- t
condition of the people, especially
those taking part in the chorus, this
afternoon was devoted to rest in order to make the musical program tonight a success.
The business meeting this morning
wad well attended and the organization, was completed. It being decided
to perpetuate the movement so auspl.
dually started.
Educational day yesterday afforded
some of the best things yet enjoyed.
Prof. C. K. Hodgin spoke first on
"The Story o the Stars'' and w hile his
talk waa scholarly It was not statistical and was highly enjoyed and ep1
predated by both old and young.
Frof. J. E. Clark, superintendent of
public instruction, spoke next, and
oonie of the statements contained in
his address relative to conditions prevailing in the public schools of Me.v
Mexico wtus a revelation to many of
his hearers unacquainted with the
manner in which petty politics is
sometimes mixed with school matters,
lie emphasized the fact that neither
the natural resources or the population of the territory was of so para
mount importance in the matter of our
right to and readiness for statehood
as that of the education of the mass
es, and that th.s work must be doue
In the district schools, lie told of
the many things needed in the way
of legislation to make the public
school system what it should be, and
urged that politics be entirely eliminated from the election of county superintendents and only fitness be considered. This was I'rot. Clark's fin--t
visit to Mountainair but the people
here hope it will not be his last, and
that he will come back sometime
when they are n"t too tired to listen.
President W. E. Garrison of tho
Agricultural college closed the pro- irrum for the day with a most elo
quent aijucal for the boy, out 'it
wuicii tho man is now in the making,
lie offered many good ideas uiong
tho hour was
this 1 no and
late when iiu began he he?.d the closest
aUcnuon ail the way through. These
gentlemen, reiucseuUng three of the
leading inatitut ons of learning in New
unqualifiedly
gate th-'- ir
Mexico,
uuuroal of tho movement
aUU'led at ta.s meeting and predicted
taut it umd grow irom tins start
until ils lullut nee lor g'jud would betel, not on.y in tins lerutory, but all
over tne gnat southwest, wnieh Ju.-s-t
now la so much in the public eye.
Tlie music at all the meetings hits
been good and a great surprise J
many of the i.itors who naturally
wonder where the ev.dcnt talent
comes from. They don't know that
the cedars ale lull of some- of the
bent peup.e fioni all over the east,
many of w hum ore attracted for
health considerations and many more
for the climatic conditions oniy. The
tact indt they are now living the l.ii
of the pioneer, wear old clothes und
,ive in shucks, tells nothing, it is no
mon Mirpixig than the great amount
talent, ull limine grown,
of
tto the cry of the
that
lor help. New Mexico can
and win make a Chautauqua that wl.l
compote favorably
that of the
ul
r eivilizuiion.
One pleasing surprise to the visitors ut tiiis meeting uas a solo by lit-tMi.
Iva Skiniur, daughter of Dr.
und Mrs. V. A.
She has a
dtlighlful voice, splendidly tralnej.
and is only additional evidence of the
kind of peop.e who live here and
who intend to make this the educaev
tional and musical center of

'
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ORIGINAL

BATH HOUSES
r-
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Stage line from'Bemalillo
to Jemez HotSpring9 in
one day. Btage leaves Bernalillo Tuesday A Saturday

X.
;.i.--.--

TICKETS SOLD AT

.

iW.

A. 9. OTERO, Proat.
AN IDEAL SUMAIEH

L.

TRIMBLE'S

AND HEALTH RESORT.

Cliffdene-on-the-Pec- os
Located among pine-cla- d
hllla on the Pecoa river, S H mllea from Row
station on tha main Una of the A. T. A 8. F. Good hunting and fishing
makes this tha most delightful resort In New Mexico. We meet trains Wednesday and Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly write me.
Katea 11. to per day. M.00 per week. Meals lOe. Transportation from station
Mrs. H. E. Bergmann. Rowa. N. M.
11.00.
1

t

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
LOS ANGELES

A. C. Bilicke

John

TWO NEW ELEVATORS
NEW

S. Mitchell

NEW FURNITURE1,
NEW PLUMBING

FIRE-PROOFIN- G

Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Inprovements made this season for
JCc:veci6rce, Ccaff rt ar.d Safety,

Hsadquarters for New R'exlco
Electric Cars to ard from Railway Debits, also
step at otr deer Tht Hcllta'cxclt Hotel I afe

l!oneh and Mountain
rular T han Ever

s,

is rVore

SAN DIEGO SEMINARY SAX DIEGO, CALIF.
select School for Girls and Toung Women. Prepares for high gradt
Colleges and Universities. Superior advantages in Voice, Music, Art, Elocu
tion, Languages, Athletics Swimming Gymnastics etc. A most superb home
wltn attractive grounds. School opens Sept. 16th. Write for catalogue. Mrs.
r. A. Woodin Bus. Mgr.
A

J. H. COX,

The Plumber

PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latet things in Knamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .

401 West Central Ave,

Phone 1020
THE

he-art-

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Besting

-

First and Marquette

Albcsqoerqoe, New

Mxicc

with ample means and unsurpassed facilities

the;
BANK of COMMERCE
L1JUQUKKQUE.

OF

coni-miile-

N-.-

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accomm jdation
and Solicits New Accounts

1

.e

CAPITAL. S150.000
or rice me a no directors

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W'S. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier .
J. C. Haldridge,
William Mcintosh.
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. iilackwell.

Montezuma Grocery
COFFER

aii

Pomestic

md

&

Liquor Co.

KURD

Groceries

and

--

Mexico.

e

-

Woul.l lxiiu- - In New .Mciliii.
A young
.'i sielnti with family desires to locate in New Mexico. Have

had tun jpurs

Fure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
ic rcfcUcr, 3?er by the Mottle or Case, Family
Trice Scl :ted Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Phone 1029

Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal: Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and
Rmpmlrlng on Mlmm mm Mill Mmchlmmry m tpmelmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

ho.-pit-

and private

I I'm I lee.
Would C"ni ler an Investment in farm lands of about tlv thou,
hand dollars near populated community, offering a good opening for a
ooctor. Address nt once. Dr. J. W.
u7 Eat New York street.
Indianapolis Ind ana.

G'.iX

Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL, Proprietor

t

Ijast night Dr. II. M. Perkins repeated his entertaining D xle lecture
to a bi crowd, and in its delivery
the people forgot they were tired but
delivery
fo. lowed
his entertaining
from the very first.
Prof. IVebelt
and Prof. Alter gavi another one of
their always welcome instrumental
dU' ts lit the nlKht meeting and were
a hxirtiy encored. The meeting will
clo-tonight with a grand musical
nti minment prepared under t ie direct on df .Mrs. Kormby, w ho h
had
charge of the chorus.

Liquors

Albuquerque

lag and you feel "all
in" is the time you'll appreciate a few doses of the
Bitters.
It is a splendid
invigorant and
and
tonic
illdo you good. A battle of

I

fX

If you want the be.--t stockings on
the market buy our Black Kat Style
15 for boys and Style 10 for
girls.
They are 21c a pair. We also have a
fplendld Krade of the same make at
15c. Colors are absolutely fast. C.
May's sh-.ui tral
Ho'e. 814 We-- t
avenue.
Hives, eczema. Itch or salt rheum
sets you crazy. Can't bear the touch
of your clothing. Doan's Ointment
oures the most obstinate caes. Why
suffer? Al druggists sell It.

If You Need an Extra Bed
i'hi

i

rw

'
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The Last Day's Program Was Exhibits Here.Durlng the Ex.
position Will Show Vv hat Can
as Good as the First and
be Done With Arid Lands.
Attendance Larger.

STONE HOTEL
'

111

WILL BE PRACTICAL

TO

con-tent-

(.''

CONGRESS

HOLDS IRRIGATION

THE END

LONG BEACH SANITARIUM, Long Beach, CaL A medical and surgical aanltarlum conducted on tha great BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
plan. Overlook the ocean. QUIET. REFINED and MODERN. 8paclou(
roof garden and tun parlor. Tennis and other outdoor amusement. Ideal place to go for reat, recreation or recuperation. Visitor welcome. Get
off car at Tenth street. Special lummer rates. Booklet free. W. RAT
SIMPSON, Manager.

9AOM

CITIZEN.

HOSTETTER'C

congress
The National Irrigation
and the International exposition. Al
10,
buquerque, September
properly are Joined In one big event.
For the exposition with all Its collection of the fruits of the soil grown In
the desert, is a practical lesson of Irrigation. Therefore, the two belong
t . ir .. Mi f d,i,I i.u oln m an. I f.irplvn vis.
itors w ill Und, If possible, more in-- 1
terest in the exposition than In the
congress.
For to many people Irrigation Is an
Impractical theory. Visitors who may
come to the congress and the exposition from Africa, Asia and Southern
Europe will know better of course;
for there farming by Irrigation Is the
only way. But ciUxens of the United
States, who may live east of the 97th
meridian, where rainfall Is the only
way, must be shown, and such Is the
mission of the exposition.
It Is all well enough to talk water
and tell how it may be conserved and
distributed In the desert west, but
without the lesson of it In the form
of orchard and field crops, grown
the ard soil by the artificial application of water, the story of agriculture In the west would be only half
told. So It should be the duty of the
several valleys and communities of
the mountain west, which produce
crops by artitlclal Irrigation to send
exhiuits of fruits, cereals, forage, cotton and even thoroughbred livestock
a
to the exposition. These will be
greater advertisement for irrigation
and the arid soil It nourishes than the
congress Itself,
Keports coming to the board of
control are that the several agricultural valleys of the mountain west
will be well represented in the exposl.
tion, but there is a laxity of Interest
In spots. These local delinquencies,
in ih maznitude
win not h notii-ei- l
of the w hole show, but prospective
who visit the exposition will!
carry away Impressions and Uelln-fronnont nmintipa win not bo remember-- ,
ed In the months after.

be kept in every
home, for it is apt to be
needed when least expected.
Try it for Sick Headache.

from $5.50 up to $17.50

should

.

Dyspesia,

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

Indigestion,

Malanaer&Ague
"DENT JI. ROBERT.

ALBERT FABER

"Publisher."

The platform of the Independence
Party, of which Mr. Hearst was the
principal organizer, contains a plank
relative to the use by the general
government of the water and electric
power of the several reclamation
projects, which the government Is establishing in the mountain west Mr.
Hearst was the author of this particular plank. He knows this section and
Its great possibilities of agriculture
and manufactures, and what may be
accomplished by conserving its waters
and the plank of the Independence
party's platform Is significant of his
future policy In relation to Irrigation.
Added to thla now comes this magnificent trophy,' which Colonel Twltchell
has Induced him to offer.

1

m

BitterS

for your company during Fair Week, this will be just
the article for you.
Steel Couchei and Davenports

STOMACH

'

DOES

UP WITH ONE OF OUR

SCREEN DOOR RRAGES
THEY ARE THE BEST AND

SIMPLEST THING ON THE
MARKET FOR THAT PURPOSE

rs

The finest poultry of the world la
grown in the irrigated west. There
will be a poultry show in the Interna,
tional exposition, Albuquerque, Sep10, and Col. It. E.
tember
Twltchell, secretary of the National
"My child was burned terribly
irrigation congress, Invites growers to
write him for the premium list, which about the face, neck and chest. I apwill consist of libcrul prizes, cups, etc. plied Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlo Oil. The
pain ceased and the child sank Into
There will be no entry fees charged.
a restful sleep." Mrs. Nancy Hanson,
U. J. Vilyoen, a hero of the Boer Hamburg, N. T.
war, who now Is a cit zea of the
FKE'8 GOOD ICE CHKAM AND
United States and lives in the MesllU
WALTON'S
valley, writes to the board of control ICK CJtKAM SOD.V.
wanting to know of the movements DRUG STORE.
of the Hon. J. H. Shoeman, one of the
delegates from Cape Colony, South
Alricu, after his arrival in America.
Mr. Shoeman has many compatriots
SPECIAL BARGAINS
living In the Dutch colony of the
Mesilla valley and they want him to
be their guest for a few nays while lie
is In the west. Surely, Mr. Shoeman
will visit his Dutch compatriots,
lie
und other foreign delegates will be
personally conducted by the Kev. lie.
Wueen Gray of Carlsbad, N. M., who
is chairman of the committee of foreign relation.-to whom all communi350 Select and Stylish
cations should be addressed.

SAG?

DOOR

IF IT DOES BRACE IT

The following clipped from the New
York Herald of recent date Is of interest as Bhowing the position foreign
governments are taking In regard to
sending representatives here this fall:
"Among the passengers on tne
Peutschland. of the
can line which arrived at this port
Hamburg yesterday, was Mr.
Carlos Camacho, of bantiago, emu
who Is on his way, as a delegate, to
the International Irrigation congress,
to be held at Albuquerque, New Mexico, during the latter part of September. Mr. Camacho Is director of the
seed testing bureau of the Chilian
government."
Hamburg-Amerl-settle-
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ESTABLISH ED

Suits, assorted sizes, at

L. B. PUTNEY

$11.95

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

llear.-t- ,
the
William Randolph
noted newspaper proprietor, will offer
Irrigation congresn
In the .National
and International exposition, Albu
10. a
iiuerque, September
tiophy of the cash value of $3,000.
The trophy will be a prize for the
a Suit, comprising the
several states represented In the conbest Suits in our store,
gress to compete for, but what device
it will be has not been decided by Mr.
worth from $15.00 to
Hearst yet. That is for the Judgment
of his publisher, Dent. H. Robert, who
$25.00 a ir'uit.
In turn has asked the advice of Col.
5
Window Display
of the
It. E. Twltchell, secretary
hoard of control upon whose solicitation Mr. Hearst consented to offer the
trophy.
Colonel Twltchell has fuegested to
Mr. Robert that the trophy be of deDRY
GOODS COMPANY
sign similar to the trophy Mr. Hearst
ottered in the N i tional Irrigation congress at Sacramento last year, which
was a magnificent cup of massive design, 32 Vi Inches tall and 21 inches
were a
uiiie. The grape
Htrong feature of this trophy. Massive bunches formed six panels, one
bearing the inscription. "Hearst Trophy." Another panel was
fur the winning exhibitor. The remaining panels bore engraved scenes
n
of Irrigated farms. This grape
was carried down to the base
of the cup and around an ebony pedestal. This cup wiis one of th? most
heiutiful and valuable trophies ever
effeied in this country and cost three
th ou.-adollars. It was. won by the
S'rictly Guaranteed
stale of Utah un was offered for the
Le.state txhlblV of Irrigation and
forestry products.
Mr. Robert In his letter after acknowledging receipt of Colonel Twit,
You can get it at the
chell's letter, says:
Instruc t
"Mr. Hearst Informs me
C. & A, COFFEE CO.
you that it w 11 give him great pleasure to comply with your request afl
he Is an ardent advocate of the move,
ment, and wishes to do whatever Jie
can to"Tie!p It.
"1 think that su h trophies nhoull
'To tret our Hakino; I'owderl
be appropriate to the subject: and a"
thoroughly introduced, wci
Mr. Hearst has told rne to look out
fir this matter I would 'like very
are
pound.
K'v'ng w'ith
much for you to give me your Ilea
as to what kind of trophy would be
can, a hani-unpremium.'
best to offer. The one we offered at
Sacramento was for the state prize,
and poss hiy since we have done that
before and since Mr. Hearst's trophy
will t.e a handsome one, It might be
us well ti take that as a subject again.
w
"I should be glad to have your view
cn this and also any suggestion that'll
you may nave to orter concerning the l 107 S 2d St.
Phone 76
Htyle of character of the prize which
he will rive.
"Very tincerely yours,

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
-

Carriei the larireit and Uoit UxcluRlve Stock of Stapl
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Haa moved his office and will from now on ee hla friend
client at No. SIS Copper av. Mr. Courtney's well known power need
no advertisement, a hi wonderful gift have been proven to tae
PEOPLE OP THE KNOWN WORLD. He gives advice upon all affair of Life, Love. Law. Marriage, Mining, Real Estate and. In fact,
all matter pertaining to the Issues of Life.
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DISCUSSES

tlnd out nature's way of doing this, water, leaving the Impurities or almaybe we can devise some means of kali and even when once drained out.
preventing it; Presuming that nearly you either have alkalled land or the
all the readers of this article have over Irrigation ha puddled ynur soil,
some t me ln their lfves noticed that
that It Is not susceptible t' Irrlna-tlocultivation and growth of crops.
when a thick blanket is spread out
over the ground, that the under side Then remedies have to be resorted
becomes damp In a few days, By a to In order to loosen up the soil and
study of natural conditions, we find supply it with humus and nitrogen.

THE
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C
to Territorial Engineer's Ofler by Farmers
Was Gratifying.

Response

The contest for a trophy offered by
Vernon L. Sullivan, territorial engi
neer, aroused considerable
Interest
among farmers In various sections of
the territory and In response to his
offer a number of papers dealing with
the question of Irrigation and conservation of moisture were submitted.
ilany of these were published In The
The contest Is ended but the prize
ti. arU has not yet been made. Mr.
b. ill, van Is pleased with the response
his offer and In a letter to The
u.
summarizes the contest. He
says:
To the Editor:
I wish to thank you for your past
assistance in the educational work on
Irrigation farming by printing the va- -:
rlous articles submitted in compe.
tHion for the trophy cup offered by
tn some time ago for the best article
on improved methods in farming by;
Irrigation. Now that the time Is past'
fur the competition, I wish to eum-- i
Ciarise, In a few words, the results of!
the work and to emphasize a few of
the suggestions found In the different
Articles.
The territorial engineer will be glad
to receive In the future any data secured by Irrigation farmers from any
experiments they may have carried
on Individually and which they believe will be of benefit to their felEuch data when relow irrigator.
ceived by this office will be sent as
heretofore to the various papers In
order that same may secure universal
distribution.
All the articles received In this
competition are now being printed In
pamphlet form and the territorial engineer will be glad to furnish a copy
of same free to anyone upon request.
'This booklet will be embellished with
Illustrating cuts and will be of great
value to the New Mexico farmer. As
'the supply Is limited copies should be
ordered at once.
Realizing that there has been but
"little done to assist the farmer In get.
ting better results from his Irrigated
farm, the territorial engineer offered
trophy for the best article on better methods In Irrigation farming,
'Wltn no Intention of criticism of
methods, but purely to develop
sand educate the public on these mat-fear- s.
The results are so gratifying
that the territorial engineer has decided to print the articles In pamphlet form.
New Mexico Is favored with the
"best climate In the world, and Is
aounilantly supplied with the most
fertile soil. It is, therefore, our desire to Irrigate as much land as possible. It Is conceded that good crops
can be raised on IS to IS Inches of
rainfall. Why then do we use more
Irrigation water, supplied at advantageous periods of the season and In
.addition to the rainfall, ln order to
,get desired results? Because of the
lack of knowledge of how and when
to irrigate and how to take care of
the soil and crops.
We all know that for some reason
the soil will dry out and if we can

j

j

'

IS FULL OF

that there are little minute vertlcle We are therefore not only ruining our
capillary tubes formed ln the soil to own and neighbors land, but are utilallow the escape or moisture, and it izing water that ought to be applied
is a wise provision In nature, for If it to other lands.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN.
ncre not for these small tubes, all of
our deep, close soil would soon be- Terlrtorlal Engineer, Santa Fe, N. M.

pre-vlo-

us

--

or soaked. Adcome water-logge- d
mitting that we have found out why
our soil dries out so quickly, let us
see If we can prevent It,
We might cover our soil over with
blankets to kep the moisture from
escaping into the air. of course such
a method is not practical on account
of expense and it also excludes the
nir and is mentioned only to emphasize practical methods, which nearly
all of the writers In these have mentioned tliat of cultivation. What does
cultivation do? It aerlates the soil,
a condition as necessary as moisture.
It disarranges or breaks up the tubes
and when the moisture comes up
through these tubes from the soil below, it strikes
this disarrangement
above and Is stopped there until It
can work out a new route to the surface. The time required for new
tubes to form depends on natural
conditions, of the soil, and the thoroughness previous of the cultivation.
Through the experience of the writer In the distribution of water under
large Irrigation systems, he has heard
many complaints by the water user,
that his crop was dying for the want
of water and water only,
and the
complaints were made ln all sincerity
of heart. The writer Is therefore Jus.
tilled in saying that more crop failures have been through the lack of
knowledge of how to care for the
crop than because of a lack of water.
Too much water Is as detrimental
as an Insufficient amount and air Is
as necessary to the growth of plants
as is moisture. We must not be too
hasty In presuming that our crops
are suffering from lack of water It
may be for the lack of cultivation or
the need of air. nitrogen or humus.
In order to reach ideal Irrigation,
only enough water should be applied
for the
to the soil as Is required
growth of crops, which experience
has shown to be a very small amount,
borne of our writers have suggested
different methods of the accomplishment of the above results, all of which
are good. One writer calls attention
to alignment, grade and condition of
ditches and points out the loss of water before It reaches the land to be
Irrigated: another suggests lrrlgatln
under ground by means of tile conduits, a most Ideal way; while yet
another gives experience In irrigating
through furrows slowly (a method
any one can apply) and by so doing
gets the moisture down deep in the
soil and immediately stops the moisture from escaping back into the air
through capillary tubon, by means
of this thorough cultivation.
In my report to the governor a
year ono, I copied some experiments
made by the United State agriculturfrom
al department on evaporation
soils ln which the tests showed an
evaporation In 14 days of 23 per cent
(of water) applied on bare soil; 6.6
per cent where covered with 4 inches
ot mulch; 3 per cent where cultivation or soil mulch was 8 Inches deep
and only 1 per cent where the soil
mulch was 10 Inches deep. It Is
therefore not a theory but a demonstrated fact that by proper care, moisture can be conserved in the soil.
Again. Over Irrigation destroys the
farmers own land and also eventually
his neighbors lands below, resulting
In the raising of the water table to
the surface of the soil and on the
lower land above the surface thus allowing the sun to evaporate the pure
-

DEAD MAN
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Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

MYSTERY
Ohio Town Is Excited Over
What Aloy Have Been

Murder and Suicide.
Loudonville, O, Aug. 23. What
the motive that Impelled the
o
shooting of Miss Hester Porter,
woman of OS. and her nephew
by marriage, Morris B. Stein, 23,
prosperous automobile salesman of
Des Moines?
That is the question that Is puzzling the authorities here who are
trying to solve the mystery ot the
tragedy. So far they have been completely baffled. No reason has been
suggested that will stand the test of
Inquiry, nor has any clew indicating
cause for the crime been disclosed.
On Friday, August 14, Stein came
to Loudonville to visit relatives of
Ms wife. Mrs. Stein, with her mother, Mrs. Mary liayard, had come
from Des Moines Just one week before. The day was the anniversary
of the Steins' marriage and, wishing
to surprise his wife, the young man
did 'not notify her of his coming. Instead, he telegraphed Mrs. Emily
Myers, her aunt, whom she was then
visiting.
Stein reached Loudonville at noon.
He was taken to the Myers home
where the anniversary dinner was
spread. Reside the visiting sister and
her niece, Mrs. Myers had invited
Miss Hester Porter, another aunt of
Mrs. Stein. The whole party was in
the happiest of spirit, laughing,
chatting and without an appearance
of trouble of any sort.
After dinner a walk was suggested.
Mrs. Uayard and Miss Porter, arm
in arm with Stein and his wife, started out for a stroll. They brought up
lit the home of Miss Porter. Still
all was pleasant.
Stein, who had travelled all night
and until noon, complained of feeling tired. He pulled off his coat and
collar, hung them up, and went Into
the parlor to He down. A few min
ules he called to Miss Porter. She
answered the call.
Scarcely had she entered the room
when three shots rang out. Milton
I'eir, a painter at work outside the
house, rushed to the room. Mrs.
Stein and her mother, Mrs Bayard,
on the
were standing, frightened,
front porch. On the floor of the par
d
lur, side by side, lay tn
woman and the young man. A re
volver lay at their feet.
Blood oozed from two wounds ln
the back of the woman's head. The
man was dying from a shot well back
on the right side of his head.
The little town of Loudonville had
never known a crime of this magni
tude. The double shooting startled it
to Its depths. What was It? How
These were the first
did it happen?
questions that came to mind. And
the answer, seemingly, came as read
ily. This stranger had come to town,
for some reason known only to himself, and perhaps to the dead wo
man, he had shot her and then paid
with his own life.
The popular verdict was murder
anu Bulcide. This was borne out by
tho hysterical story the sorrowing
women told. Neither could they
any cause. And this was the
nelimtnarv verdict of the coroner.
The bod.es were released for burial.
That of the old woman was laid away
in the family burial ground here,
that of the dead man taken by his
wife and her mother back to Des
was

well-to-d-

New York, Aug. 2D.
who "died" yesterday

Oscar Culver,

.iftcrni n at
the Eastern District hosp.tal, was
revived after three ininutts, and
d alive, but uncoiuch uj all
ion-tiii-

ui

night, died today. Culver uai unable
to spi-aat any time dur! le the. Interlulling about
val of resuscitation,
eleven hours.
Dr. Henry Jaffer, who revived Culver after he had been pronounced
dead, and the hospital supi rinti nlent,
Louis Wiigaiid, hal ordered the
lr.
body removed to the iiiurii':, did not
expect that Culver ha.l ,i;.y chance of
uitimate recovery. W 'hei. taken to
the hospital, several days ng , Culver
nius suffering with riieiimalim and
consumption.
He wa.i 2' years eld
and was an iron moldiv by trade.
l
Alias Josephine Uyun.
r nurse,
announced Culver's deiin in the superintendent's office ai the moment
that Dr. Jaffer was there. Dr. Jaffer
was one of the visiting staff.
"I want to see that body. It's an
opportunity for me to try an experiment I've been making,
said Dr.
s.-n-

Jaffer.

He hurried to the ward where Culver lay, and made gome of the tests
for death. The pupil of Culver's eye
did not respond to irritation; he was
pulseless at his wrist; hi heart was
not beating; he had ctused to breathe
and to ull appearances he was dead
a.i a man can be.
Still, hurriedly. Dr. Jaffer injected
under the skin and over the heart Of
the seeming corpse
of
grain of strychnine,
which, given
hypodermically, la a mighty big dose
of the most powerful muscle stimulant.; it would throw many a healthy
Inchild into tetanic convulsions.
stantly, too, Dr. Jaffer performed artificial respiration, trying to Inflate
and empty Culver's lungs systematically, as ln natural breathing.
Three minutes had passed since
Miss Ryan thought Culver died when
ho sighed ever bo faintly.
All the
doctors in the hospital Instantly heard
astounding
news
the
and hurried to
his cot. They relieved each other In
keeping, up artificial respiration.
Soon Dr. Jaffer, listening intently,
heard Culver's heart flutter. Then,
feeling his radial artery, the doctor
detected a slow, weak pulse. Next
Culver breathed less weakly and his
heart beat more regularly. Then he
opened his eyes and stared fixedly
into the world from which, by all
the signs known to medical men, he
had made his exit.
Respiration and pulse continued all
night, but science admitted the mastery of death when Culver died a
second time this morning. None of
the artiflcla aids to prolong life sufficed to keep him alive.
one-ten-

th

Don't use harsh physios. The reaction weakens the bowels, leads to
s.
chronic constipation. (let Doan's
They operate easily, tone the
stomach, cure constipation.
Reg-ulet-
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Then, the first excitement of the
tragedy over, the authorities began
to think. Was it, after all, murder
and suicide, or had double murder
been done?
Miss Porter wan an elderly woman
who spent her
kindly,
life quietly at homo working In her
flower garden or ln ministering to the
wants of the needy of the town.
The young man bore a good char
acter. He had never met the woman
whose niece he had married till wlth.
n less than two hours of the shoot
well-to-d-

Ing.

What cause for enmity was there
between the two?
came the
Then, in Des Moines,
first break ln the smoothness with
which the theory of murder and sul
clde had been accepted.
Jacob Stein, aged father of the
dead young man, secured a court Injunction to stop the burial of the
body of his son. He alleged that the

One

of the
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tho happy heme of y
fund of information in to the best methods
of promoting health and happiness nnd
right living and knowledge of the world's
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to-da-

best product.
Products of actual excellence nnd
reasonable claims truthfully presented
and which have attained to world-widacceptance through the approval of the
e

of the World; iiof of individuals only, but of the many who have
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CONSTERNATION AT PUCKS CUOSSINU!

DIRECTORY GOWN IN TOWN.

BY JIMMINEDDY1!

Syrup

of
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igs

To get its beneficial
effects ulways buy the genuine, manufactured by the California l ig Syrup Co.,
only, and for kale by all leading druggists
mi l Klixir of Senna.

VWFUL

Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently b 'rigs no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise
ment will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time wherTthe entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day
r

The Albuquerque Citizen
Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole family has a chance to see it. A morning paoer is often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almo-- t exclusively. We will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.'

ROTHSCHILD & CO.
Chicago.
"It is my opinion that the evening
papers are more thoroughly read in
the home and this Is the aim of the
FRED A. SLATER,
advertiser."
Adv. Mgr.

THE BAILKY CO.
Cleveland.
"Evening by all means. Eighty
per cent of department store customers are women. They read the evening papers."
J. S. M'CARRENS, Adv. Mgr.

JOS. HOME CO.
Pittsburg.
"In case of special sales to male
them effective, the news must be published ln large space the afternoon
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND.
Adv. Mgr.
SIMPSON-CRAWFOR-

Cincinnati.
"Best results from evening papers.
The only time I use a morning paper
Is Sunday, for Monday's buslner. Balance of the week the evening papers
do the work to my entire satisfacW. H. SCHRADER,
tion."
Adv. Mgr.

LEASritE BROS.
Erie.

"We consider the evening papers
best by all means, finding by Inquiry
that the people do not have time or
take time ln the morning to look a
paper through."
H. T. LEASURK

young woman claiming the body of
his son as that of her husband was
not the legal wife of Morris Stein,
but that she had married him 13
days before the death of the real
Mrs. Stein, who had been Miss Ethel
Lempke of Des Moines.
Jacob Stein, beside wishing to secure possession of his son's body for
burial in a Jewish cemetery, declared
that he would clear his family name
of the crime charged against It. He
declared that his son had never shot
Miss Porter, but that he had fallen a
victim with her to the hand of a
third person.
Then Loudonville authorities woke
up. A note found in the coat of the
dead man, the explanation concerning which had at first been acceptd
without question, certainly seemed to
Indicate that the first theory was
incorrect. This note, purporting to
have been written by Stein after the
shooting was addressed to his wife:
"Dear Kid." it said, "I am dying.
Aunt Hester Just shot me; why, I
don't know. I gave her a new gun
as a present for burglars. She got
mad and turned It on me then on
I
am growing weaker.
herself.
weaker,.
The note was signed "Percy."
Stein was accustomed to address his
wife endearingly as "Kid," and she
often called him "Percy."
Could Stein have written this let
ter after he had been shot? The cor
oner said, "No."
A second Inquest was called by
Coroner Ash. backed by evidence seFrey. Testi
cured by Prosecutor
mony was adduced which led the of
ficers t' order the detention of Mrs,
Stein and her mother at Des Moines.
Notwithstanding
evidence
the
seemed sufficient to order the arrest
of the two women, nothing was dis
closed to cast light on WHY the murder was done. What motive led to
the deaths of these two, so different
ln age, race and habits of fe? But
one Is suggested here now that seems
at all plausible money.
But what financial entanglements
or financial prospects could have led
to the deed, no one here attempts to
explain. The mystery Is as deep as
ever.

CO.

D

New York City.

"We consider the evening paper the
best medium for department store
advertising."
A. B. PECK,
Adv. Mgr.

THE BENNETT CO.
Omalia.
"The evening paper Is best! Sure!"
WM. KLUNE, JR., Adv. Mgr.
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M'ACSLAN
CO.
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TROUP

Providence.
"We consider the evening paper
better as a general thing, for it la
usually the home paper."
WM. C. ELLIOT, Adv. Mgr.
WM. HENGERER

CO.

Buffalo.
"We do most of our advertising ln
the evening papers."
E-F. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Oloml, Vice President

Chaa. Mellnl, Staratc.-Treasurer.

O. Basnechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt
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kptaottvtrylblag
fostldlout bar eompltlo

too

Have ttton appointed exclusive arenU In the Southwrwe for Joa. ft.
Hclilltz. Win. I.emp and St. Louis A. B. O. Brewerle: YHlewtnne
ireen River. W. II. Mc Brayer's Cktlar Brook, Louis Hunter. T J

Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous U men tloa
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article a received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States, eall aad Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrsted Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only
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For Sore Feet.
"I have found Bucklen'a

WRITECFOR

CATALOGUED

J. Korber

WHOLESALE

& Co.

PRICE

North
Second Street

Arnica

Salve to be the proper thins; to

wf

for sore feet, as well as for healing
burns, sores, cuts and all manner of
abrasions," writes Mr. W. Stone of
East Poland. Main. It Is th proper
thing too for piles. Try Ul Bold under guarantee at all dealers.
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1TKRIAY,
and
survived by her husband,
prominent lodge member of Town-le- y,
won ten years of ag.
Mo., and
Sh' was a member of tho Rebekah
lodRe of Townle-and member of
thint lodge In thin city wHl attend the
services tomorrow afternoon at tho
chapel of French t- Adanvs under
taking establishment. The services
will be conducted by Rev. Rollins of
the Methodist church, and friends are
cordially invited to attend. The body
will be Interred at Falrvlew cemetery.

At'GFST 25,

109.
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DO YOUR EYES TROUBLE YOU f

Our Vast Experience in the
UDtical rrotession

J

J

Assures you absolute comfort in Glasses Urouod and Futei.by us
OPTICAL CO., EXCLUSIVE UrTlCI.M
BEBBER

RELIABLE

110

SHOES

SCHOOL

South Second Street.

Established

1SHU

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

Quality

JKFF.

ARE showing this season the best assortment of
Boys and Girls School Shoes that we ever have
handled. Solid all through from the tip of the toe to the
Tut together with the
all leather heel, insole and counter.
sole object to make them strong enough for the hardest
kind of wear, without sacrificing any style or fit. If you
want shoes that will assure your children more actual wear
and good looks than any others,

BUY OURS
Kangaroo Calf, Box Calf or Vict Kid

For Boys:
W

to

13i,' m 2

13

2

to

5

$1.15 to $2.00 $1.25 to $2.25 $(.50 to $2.50
Box Calf,
Patent Colt
For Girls: Vici Kid,
84 to

114 to

11

$.00to$S.S5 $125

24 to 6

2

a1.75 to $2.50

to $2.25

Sale

Clearing-Ou- t

"Summer Millinery
When we tell you that this announcement means
Stylishly Trimmed Hats as low as 7 cents and
$l.oo, you should make a bee line for our store
and save half on your purchase.

Tie-tri- ed

Holton, Kansas, are in the city for a
short visit from the Valley Ranch on
Willi Scliool Rooks and School Supthe Upper Pecos.
plier.
M. W. Flournoy, vice president it
the First National bank of this city,
accompanied by his wife, returned to
the city last evening after a two
Every school child this
months' visit in Watsonvllie, Calif.
Insure In the Occldentil Life.
year who buys School
Albert Moore, the boy arrested here
Freeh shipment Concord grapes at
Books and School Sup-pilSaturday night for e.eallng a watch
San Jose market.
Frank A. Ilubbell left last evening at Las Vegas, was taken back to
from us, will get a
the Meadow City this morning by
for Magdalena.
Pocket Webcounty.
handsome
Miguel
Sheriff
San
Sena
of
Samuel Blair Is absent from the
A. Chadwlck, father of Chas. and
or
city on a business trip to El I'a.io.
ster's Dictionary;
Will Chadwlck, the sheep commission
Mrs. Harry T. Johnson Is at
Companion
mornScholars
brokers, arrived In the city this
N. M., for a few days' visit. ing
from an extended outing at the
FREE. More than that,
Rev. V. S. liuggett of Gallup spent great salt lakes in western Socorro
yesterday In the city en route to He- county.
we sell you the celelen.
Henry Bertholdt, teller In the Nabrated Indian Chief TabHarvey Richards of San Marclal Is tional Bank of Commerce of St.
let for 6c. The largest
in the city, the guest of Albuquerque
Louis, Mo., Is a visitor In the city.
friends.
Mr. Bertholdt Is very much Impressed
Pencil Tablet sold for a
Don't fall to see "How Brown Saw with this city and contemplates lonlckle.
the Ball Game," at the fckatlng rink cating here in the very near future.
tonight.
S.
Mrs.
A. Moyd of Las Vegas ar
John Grecnwald, the veteran miller rived in the city this morning from
STRONG'S BOOK STORE.
California, where she had been on
of Socorro, N. M., wad an AlbuquerNext Door to P. O.
1104.
Phone
que visitor yesterday.
a pleasure trip, and is spending the
Fresh home dressed spring chick- day with Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Strong.
ens, hens and spring ducks at the
Miss Lucy Hazeldine returned on
Sun Jose Market today.
the limited yesterday after an ex- SUES FOR DIVORCE
W. K. Uarrison, connected with the tended trip through Europe and also
Agriculture college at Mesilla park, a visit with friends In the east. Miss
AFIERFEW WEEKS
Hazeldine Is a popular teacher in the
if In the city on business.
city
schools.
Attorney E. L. Modler returned to
Special conclave of Pilgrim
the city last night from a short out
Wedded "Pre-liiurNo. 3. K. T., Tuesday even- Albuquerque Girt Who
ing spent at the Jemez Springs.
ReFrog''
Denver
in
ing tit 8 o'clock, for work In the Maltrespin Aragon, prominent mer ta
degree.
visltng
Home.
All
Knights
turns
Sir
chant and sheep owner of Montlcello, welcome.
By order of E. C. Hairy
X. M., Is in the city on business.
Braun, recorder.
After several weeks of matrimonial
"All Kaba and the Forty Thieve,'
W. It. Morley. one of the prominent bliss. Mrs. R. A. Poole, formerly Miss
d
film, at the ranchmen
a beautiful
Until mountains In Carry Burnett of this city, returned
of
the
skating rink tonight.
Socorro county, spent a Bhort time In to her home at 116 South Edith street
T. C. Garlington of I.ns Vegas. Santh.; city list evening en route to his
evening from Denver, Colo.,
ta Fe sug.ir beet expert, arrived in home, after a bus.ness trip to New wlast
here sho was recently married to R.
t!ie city lust night on business.
York.
A. Poole. Mr. Poole will be rememGeorge K. Neher has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Price of So- bered by Albuquerqueans as the "presho-vlait to his corro, N. M.. departed last evening historic frog" with the Carver show in
the city from a
ranch In the valley of the Kio l'uereo. for French Lick Springs, Ind., after this city recently, and which later
It is underW. 11. Jack spent yesterday in the n short visit In this city with Mr. and went out of business.
city en route to hi home at Silver Air. Leon B. Stern of West Copper stood that a divorce Id now being pro- City from a business trip to Union avenue.
urcd by Miss Burnett and meanwhile
county.
Mrs. Alice Carpenter and daughter, she is back in her former position
Louis Trauer, a prominent sheep Slaolc, of Memphis, Tenn., left this with the American Cloak company of
and wool broker, lett yesterday for a morning for the east after a pleasant this city.
As to her meeting her husband dur- short business trip to the listancui visit here of a month to Mrs. Carpenter's brother. B. M. Carpenter of 1029 ng a performance of the Carver ehow
valley.
in Denver, when he was knocked
George P. Miller of North Benton. North Eighth street.
during a severe wind storm
Ohio, Is spending a few weeks In tne
The Citizen is In receipt of a letter senseless
large
city a guest at the home of Homer from Dr. J. W. Beardsley, a young by the falling of one of thewas
poles, Mrs. Poole said: "That
all
physician of Indianapolis.
Ind., In newspaper
I Ward.
I was not ln the tent
talk.
says
he
which
to
he
would
like
locate
to his
Dr. J. W. Elder returned
during the storm. I was with Mr.
home here today after spending the on a ranch near some thriving town and Mrs. Carver and when the storm
New
in
Mexico.
He
states
he
that
past few days in Los Angeles on prothe tent was
would like to Invest about $5,000 in came up and we saw we
fessional business.
made our
about to blow down
property.
ranch
1 met Mr. Poole
Dr. S. L. Burton and family, who
escape uninjured.
Old Virginia Cheroots
are being while he was ln Albuquerque and it
have been on a visit to relatives in
St. Louis, are expected to return to passed out today by Roy F. Brown of was a case of love at first eight. We
712 East Iron avenue. The occasion corresponded for a short time and
the city this evening.
Miss Ella May Bangs departed this Is the arrival of an eight pound baby then I met him in Denver, where he
morning on No. 2 for her home in boy. In addition to cigars Mr. Brown was performing and we were married
Kagle Kock, Iowa, where she will re- l also passing out cold bottles and on the sixth of July, we uvea
ham sandwiches, the latter being
for about three weeks, at the
main in the future.
right on his own farm near end of which time he found himself
At the meeting of the Jefferson raised
are
Willard.
Both
mother
and
child
without a position with the Carver
Democratic club held at their headpeople and later Joined a small circus
quarters last evening, several new doing well.
Examination for entrance will be with which he is now traveling
members were initiated.
The trouble aro3e
Mrs. W. B. Chllders has returned to held Monday morning, August 31, in through Iowa.
he wanted me to travel through
her home on West Central avenue af- the First. Second, Third and Fourth when
country with him with that circus.
ter a several weeks' visit at Los An ward school buildings for all pupils theabsolutely
refused and brought suit
geles and other points in California. below the eighth grade. On the same
grade and high school ex. for divorce after a rather heated ar
Superintendent James Kern of the date eighth will
be held at the Cen- gument on that subject with him. I
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe, aginations
tral high school. Examinations be- am back to stay and don't ever intend
accompanied by Mrs. Kern, arrived in gin
All pupils ln doubt to g(t married again."
at
the city last evening for a short stay. as to theiro'clock.
classification are expected
Triple Link Rebekah lodge trill to be present, as school opens the
BIG CROWDS VISIT
hold regular meeting in Odd Fellow following Tuesday.
hnl! at 7 o'clock tonight.
A full atThe
B.
Corbln,
death of Charles
tendance L desired. Visitors welwho came to this city about two
SKATING Rlf.K
come.
ego
for the benefit of his
J. Lorenzo Ilubbell of Ganado, Arl. months
health,
occurred last evening at St.
zona. Is In the city for a short visit.
Joseph's hospital. Ho was a painter
Mr. Hubbell attended the Arizona Re- by
trade and a native of Salem, Mass., Programs Offer Good Entertainment
publican convention held at Pres-co- tt
and 'hU relatives ln that city have
and the Audiences fcliow Apbeen notified by F. II. Strong, who
preciation.
raisprominent
Brown,
stock
Ed.
a
has charge of the body, asking as to
city
Marclal,
la in the
er from San
what disposition should be made of
Another bumper crowd found am
having some repair work done at the it. The young man was 29 years of
ple entertainment for a pleasant even-ln- g
Albuquerque foundry and machine ago.
at the skating rink last night. The
work.
The Colombo Theater company ha singing of Mrs. Frank was far su
Miss Lisa Dleckmann, Miss Cath- secured the famous Fonseca trio of perior to anything ever heard ln a
erine Miles and Miss Margaret Kele-li- acrobats for an engagement of five skating rink in this part of the coun
have returned to their homes in nights, beginning tomorrow evening. try. Her first song was "The Girl
the city after a two weeks' outing at The Fonseca trio was Been here with You Love," from the "silver Slipper."
San Lorenzo Springs.
Dr. Carver's show, and are without The second was "As Long as the
Miss Anna M. Turner of McCartya. a doubt the cleverest acrobats ever World Rolls Around." Both received
athearty applause.
N. M., a teacher in the government showing In this city. Those who
The "Damon and Pythias" moving
Indian Bchool at that place is in Al tended a performance of the Carver
buquerque for a few days visit with show will remember them as the two picture film was the finest ever seen
men and a boy who did such clever In Albuquerque without a doubt, and
friends and relative.
work on tho net and poles. The trio those who missed It missed a treat.
Owen Dlnadale returned to the city should be a strong drawing card tor
The moving picture subjects on to
last night after an absence of seven the Colombo theater.
night will be "All Baba and the Forty
months In California. Mrs. Dlnadale
and "How Brown saw tho
Mrs. Lillian J. Burgess died at 6 Thieves"
remained In Los Angeles and will
(lame." This last film Is a hot
Ball
resulting
morning,
death
o'clock this
come to Albuquerque later.
one.
from tuberculosis. She came to this
ago
Frank Trotter has moved his growith
her
weeks
six
ltv about
It is not what you pay for advert)
cery store to the next store east. 111 himh&nd and nrocured quarters at J 17
advertising
PAT
Gold avenue, where he Is now pre- south Broadway. A few days ago the ing, but what
pared to receive old and new custom-er- a. physician attending advised her going VOIT. that makes It valuable. On
rates are lowest for equal aervica.
to the St. Joseph's sanitarium wnero
ner,
or
might
be taken
TO IXVW.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrln Taylor and son. better care
age
$1,500 at I per cent interest on first
Orvllle. and 11. A. Schoenecker of Mrs. Burgess w i-- tut J8 years ot
class real estate security. No commis
sion. Address C 14 this paper.

PERSONAL

LOOK

HATS

WELL AND

WEAR

es

lc

Miss Lutz

203 South Second Street

REFRIGERATORS AT COST
$ 7.00

$ 9.00 Ice Box

11.60

15.00 Refrigerator
19.00

;i5.oo
20.00

41

25.00

J. L. BELL CO.

5-l-

S. First St.

7

Whitney Company

WholesaleHardware
Stoves,

Enameled Ironware, Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,

Tinare,

WAGONS.

IMPLEMENTS

AND

FARM

MACHINERY

MAIL OffOfffS SOLICITED - AL9UQUERQW, N.

W.

J. PATTERSON

TELEPHONE 87

Mew

LIVERY AND BOARDING
311 313

STABLE

Watt Sllvar Avanua

Albuquerqu.

N. M.

Fall

for Men and Boys is now being placed
on sale. Allithejnewest creations direct from
STElN-BLO- Ch

CO.,

of Rochester, A. K.J
IT
arenow awaiting your disposal.
WILL PAY YOU to call and look
them over.

er

oooccocoooooo

CHAFING DISHES

Suits 18 to $30

PalacelH

$3. GO and $4.00 Shoes
John B. Stetson Hats, $4 and $5
er

fTXCD
LVLlvlITT
1

122 5. Second

119 W.

Cold

3

i
3

dv

Co

JERSEY
FARM
FOR PCRE ICE CREAM.

For bran feed give your stock Kan.

Central Ave.

Knox

Bran,

A

-

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

Hats

Hats-Stets- on

Have been on the market for half a century and are
fully guaranteed.
Prices within the reach of all.

$3.00, $4.00 and $5.00

Hanan

Shoes

Shoes-Doug- las

The old reliable in their respective classes every
pair replaced free of chirge if they fail to satisfy.

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER
BUDWEISER,

03-- 0

Standard
Plumbing and

The most popular beer in th world.
There is less profit to the dea.er who
sflls it 'because it cost most at tne
brewery, yet its sales exceed those of
all other Bottled Beers, which prores
that Its superiority la recognised T- erywhere.

Heating Co.

412 West Central Ave.

You can save money on that bill of
lumber If on hny from the Superior
Lumber and Mill Co.

PHONE

The reason we do so much ROUGH
DRY work Is becauss we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have It done at home.
IMPERIAL UAUNDRY.

Just received a earluad of glasa. L
as quote you prices. Superior
and Blill Co.

lmU

Our shirt and collar work Is perfect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH is
the proper thing. We lead others

61

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
ill Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage factory.
EMIL. KLELXWOKT
Masonic Building. 'ona Thlra

Highland Livery

follow.

IMPF.KI ATj LAUNDRY CO.

SI
Do yon know that w opera
BAMBROOK BROS.
machines ln our plant every day Phone 696.
Ill John 8t
Ttiat's why we can make and sell
turnouts. Beet drivers
window frames for brick at $1.80;
Hcrcen doors at $1.00; porch swings in Uie city. Proprietors of "Sadie,"
the plclnc wagon.
at $5.00. Superior Planning M1U.
te

Should you fail to receive The
Evening CItlsen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 38, and your paper will be
delivered by special messenger,

B.

11.

Briggs

&

Co.

SKINNER'S
GROCERY

I

DRUGGIST&l
ALVARADO

Today

PHARMACY

California

Sweet Potatoes
Native Oranges

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND

PHARMACY

Peaches

Occidental Building

Plums

Brine U Your Pre$cription$

Cooking Apples

Eating pples
Cantaloupes
Watermelons

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

SKINNER'S

Vann Drug Co

Good
ROOM and BOARD

408

205 South First Street

W$t Railroad Avoot

$4.00 a Week Up

Don't Forget The

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANIN6

Mill

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CTT1
When in need of saata, door, rrama.
etc. Screen work a speciany.
Bomb First street. Telephone 41.

MRS. M. E. NORRIS

110 East Coal Avenue

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
il
VERY. SALE. FEET)
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Beugnt ana
euanged.
1.1

BEST TOURVOITb IN THI CI"
Second sr.reet between Central

Oor

vnua

Rio Grande Valley

land

On.

JOHN BORRADAILE

clean, frexh and
Real Estate and InvomenU
great producer of milk)
CoUeect Rents of City Realty
com
Ideal for horses,
and poultry, Office, Corner Third and Gold At
Alboouerqae. K. M
Mitervtslou of Ute Phone MS
lut up underofUteIlea
It
No smutty
lu
stale Board
wheat, refuse oats and corn nor mill
THORNTON IKE CLEANER
sweeping ground ln tills bran. Tbe
Empire Mills furnish canli guarantee
with each and every sack. For any
dlsNatlxfactkm your money Is return
Cleans any and everything and doss
South First
ed. E. W. 1V,
it right The best In the southwest
Phone 10.
All he asks la a trial. Clothes cleaned,
Just call u
For Ute twMt work or. shin walw repaired and pressed.
to. Works, lit B, WahsK
patrouUe llubbe Ianiwlry Ca.

sas licit

Albuquerque

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
CALL
WHITE WAGONS

every

IXriK)'S

'

- ooooooouocoxxxxxx

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

1

Onr work Is ItltiHT
pert men t. llnhtia

!nnrv

Just received a larjje shipment. Haven't room (or them,
and are waking special low prices this week to move them

The Diamond;
Walk-Ov-

Make the Standard High Grade Clothing of the
United States Our fall lines are arriving and are
being placed on sale.

ri,

Com-manrle-

WELL

Hart Schaffner & Marx

l'AKAOKAPIlS

hand-colore-

OUR

FIRST CONSIDERATION

in offering
to our patrons is quality. We
therefore confine ourselves to the leading lines of the
country lines which are ti
and worthy.

OUR

sis

WHY XOT BUY BREAD?
Is the staff of life, and while
meats are so exorbitant In price th
difference ln the cost alone should
make you eat good, high grade, no
trltlous breads such as you can al
ways secure here. Our breads wilt
with lees
supply more nourishment
waste than any other food. It la
made of superior flour when mads at

It

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South Fir$t St.

